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NOTE:The report includes a number of references to particular materials and public realm products.
These are included to illustrate the quality of finish and materials that the appointed
Concessionaire shall provide as part of the Metro Corridor works. The materials specified are to
provide guidance only to the appointed Concessionaire and alternative materials and products of
an equivalent standard will be considered as part of the detailed design process.
All drawings and illustrations contained within this report are indicative and intended as
guidance only. It is the responsibility of the appointed Concessionaire to produce drawings for
construction and employ a suitably qualified Engineer who will be responsible for the technical
performance of all structures, paving, furniture and other features associated with the scheme.
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Report Purpose & Scope
This document is the Street Design Guide. It is referred to in

undertaken by the Concessionaire to:

each of the Local Authority Agreements. Its purpose is to

• operate and maintain the scheme;

establish the extent of hard and soft landscaping works that
are expected to be undertaken by the Concessionaire

• secure detailed planning approval; and

visualising Centro’s commitment to high standards of design
and careful integration into the public realm. The document

• mitigate environmental impacts identified in the

outlines approved Local Authority design proposals which

Environmental Statement(ES) that accompanies the

will be taken forward by the Concessionaire, decreasing the

Tr anspor
der
ansportt and W orks Or
Order
der..

degree of risk attached to planning uncertainty.
Chapters 10-15 of this guide establish the wider landscape
Centro has acquired a Transport and Works Act Order (TWAO,

proposals and management objectives for the Wednesbury to

SI 2005 No. 927) to construct, operate and maintain the

Brierley Hill Extension. The ‘Street design Guide’ in it’s entirety

Wednesbury to Brierley Hill Midland Metro Extension. This

therefore provides design guidance for all hard and soft

LRT (Light Rapid Transport) Extension will provide a fast,

landscape works at tram stops and within the scheme

frequent and high quality public transport system that will

corridor.

serve Dudley Town Centre, The Waterfront, Merry Hill and
Brierley Hill Town Centre.

The extent of the design proposals are contained within the
Limits of Deviation(LOD) and represent the ‘baseline’ scheme

Centro has developed the economic, engineering and

that Centro has agreed with its partners. They also provide a

environmental aspects of the project with a number of key

design reference for the future Concessionaire when detailed

stakeholders including Sandwell Metropolitan Borough

design is undertaken and will assist in the discharging of

Council, Dudley Metroploitan Borough Council, Network

relevant planning conditions.

Rail, Strategic Rail Authority and the Department for
Transport. Centro has also worked in partnership with

The designs are however, for illustration only and provide a

Westfield (formerly Chelsfield PLc) as they are both a major

benchmark of design quality that Centro will set to the future

landowner affected by the project and are also making a

Concessionaire when carrying out the detailed design of the

major financial contribution towards the capital cost of the

scheme.

scheme.
The design proposals have been prepared in consultation with
This report sets out the proposed scope and associated design

key stakeholders and have involved a detailed assessment of

standards for works in respect of:

local landscape/townscape character, and also site
opportunities and constraints. The approach adopted in the

• FFacilities
acilities and components to be pr
ovided at
provided

formulation of proposals for hard and soft landscape

proposed tram stops;

treatments have been based on best practice for light rail and
public realm design.

• Materials and finishes in tram stop areas; and
• Soft landscape treatment at stops
The report and accompanying plans set out the extent of hard
and soft landscape works that would be expected to be
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The Wednesbury to Brierley Hill Metro Extension includes a
total of 17 stops (4 provisional). This report illustrates the
design intent for 8 of the 17 stops in particular. These stops
are:
• Gr
eat Br
idg
Great
Bridg
idgee
• Horseley Road
• Birmingham New Road
• Tipton R
oad
Road
• W aterfr
ont SStop
top
aterfront
• Merry Hill
•Br
ierle
us
•Brierle
ierley
erminus
y Hill Termin
These particular stops have been selected as they provide a
cross section of typical stops located along the route of the
WBH Extension.
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Design Principles
Quality
November 2005

The Midland MetroWednesbury to Brierley Hill Extension

Introduction

brings with it the opportunity to improve pedestrian

It is the intention of the promoters that the Midland Metro

connections, refresh existing streetscapes, and raise the

Wednesbury to Brierley Hill Metro Extension will be an

standard of the local environment. Centro believes that

attractive, extension of Midland Metro Line 1. The extension

considerable emphasis should be placed on using

will roll out a distinctive identity within a recognisable

appropriate, high quality materials and workmanship. In every

cohesive architectural vocabulary throughout the entire

aspect of design for the extension, a high standard of design

route. At the same time the design will respect the particular

quality, materials and durable finishes is proposed. Every

sensitivities of its surroundings, and reflect and complement

effort has been made to avoid poor quality, maintenance

the unique characteristics of these areas.

intensive, and prematurely dating design proposals.

Each of the stops along the Midland Metro Wednesbury to

It is also recognised that much of the route occupies a

Brierley Hill Extension will have a clean, uncluttered style

mothballed railway corridor and that any new landscape

and avoid the use of unnecessarily complicated designs or

works will need to be compliant with Network Rail Group

fussy paving patterns and furniture. Emphasis will be placed

Standards and the Deemed Planning Permission attached to

on creating an identity for the Extension which will respond

the TWAO. This is to ensure the safe and efficient operation of

thoughtfully to its surrounding environment and adjacent

the rail corridor.

built form.
Image & Branding
The extension will provide for the needs of all passengers.

As well as providing fast and efficient movement from

Designs will meet national and local standards in securing

Wednesbury to Brierley Hill, the Extension will have a visible

access for people with a wide range of mobility needs, the

presence, through its fixed infrastructure and associated

elderly, and passengers travelling with small children. Centro

public realm elements such as; signage, street furniture, and

is committed to the design and implementation of a system

paving. Branding is not by any means limited to livery,

that is both functional, accessible and visually attractive.

catenary systems, tram stop fixtures and designs or signage.
Surface materials and finishes and soft landscape works are

Design Philosophy

key elements of LRT branding and are intrinsic to providing

The design and implementation of light rail systems provides

local identity for the system. A highly considered materials

an opportunity to create high quality and robust design

palette should be developed and applied to the entire

solutions that not only meet the demands of the rail system,

extension. The materials selected will be of a high quality

but also actively and positively contribute to the quality of

and robust and be both distinctive and responsive to the

the environments through which they travel. By setting a

character of the surrounding area. The choice of plant, tree

precedent for local authorites and developers, Centro hope

and shrub species will also need to be selected carefully to

the LRT system will provide the impetus for redesigning

ensure they are locally appropriate, easy to maintain and

entire streets and public spaces along new tramways. This

resilient to vandalism and damage.

comprehensive and holistic approach to design will deliver
not only an improved transportation system, but also an

A separate document has been prepared by TDI, which deals

investment in the adjacent communities, helping to renew

specifically with tram image and branding aesthetics and

the quality of the local environment.

which has been co-ordinated with the Network West
Midlands Public Transport Branding philospohy. The TDI
package can be found in the general tender documentation.
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A further separate document has been prepared by Centro, in
consultation the Local Authorities, entitled ‘Signage strategy
and Waymarking strategy’ which deals specifically with the
proposed signage strategy details and suggested locations for
signs to all tram stops. This document can also be found in
the general tender package.
Local character distinctiveness
The design for the Metro extension seeks to integrate the
tram route and stops sensitively into the existing
environment and create a dialogue with the existing local
conditions such as scale, streetscape, land use, architectural
language, and existing materials and vegetation. While local
character and existing planting and surface materials will
influence the choice of hard and soft landscape elements
proposed for the extension, it is vital for the system to exude
an image of overall recognisable cohesion and distinctive
identity achieved through the introduction of a high quality
Midland Metro extension brand and image vocabulary to its
surrounds.
This can best be achieved through thoughtful design and
implementation within the public realm, which activates the
environments through which the LRT system passes whilst
renewing and revitalising transit corridors, streetscapes and
public spaces.
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Design Principles
Common components
This section sets out design principles, technical standards and
performance requirements in relation to the common
components of the scheme. It is broken down in to 3 subheadings: hard landscape, soft landscape and infrastructure.
This family of components are to be consistently applied
throughout the new extention to create a holistic and legible
public realm.
Tec
hnical SStandar
tandar
ds
echnical
tandards
All works to the system will be designed and carried out in
compliance with the Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) and
Her Majesty’s Railway Inspectorate (HMRI) standards and
regulations and all other relevant and current industry standards
and regulations, as the two proposed are in no means
exhaustive.
A consultation process with a range of national and local
disability groups may influence the detailed design process
ensuring that the extension is designed to be as accessible as
possible for people with a wide range of disability needs. Tram
stops, its surrounds, will be clearly defined spaces which will
be accessible to all, safe, welcoming and easy to use, and will
provide facilities to accommodate both able and less able
bodied customers.
Particular attention will be paid to detailed design elements
such as a palette of non slip surface materials and finishes which
will be used to highlight and contrast level changes and indicate
hazards, access routes and waiting areas. Tram stops will provide
shelter wherever possible, including shelter for wheelchair uses,
and all seating will cater to the needs of elderly and less able
customers. The stops will also provide help points , CCTV, lighting
and passenger information.
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Hard Landscape
Surf
ace Tr eatments
Surface
A vital element in the creation of successful LRT environments
is surface treatment. Attractive, high quality, safe and easily
maintained materials and surface treatments contribute to a
visually pleasing and accessible transport experience and
enhance the quality of the surrounding public realm.
Surface materials and finishes are intrinsic to providing local
identity and corporate branding for the system. While local
character and existing surface materials will influence the
choice of materials for the LRT system, it is vital for the system
to present a recognisable image of cohesion and distinctive
identity. Surface finishes should utilise a simple unfussy palette,
which limits the number of materials and finishes across the
length of the tramway. The materials selected should all be
durable and of a high standard and provide easy access to the
tram system for all user groups. All surface treatments including
pedestrian crossings should be DDA compliant.
P ossible Surf
ace Tr eatment Options
Surface
Paving is a key material throughout the rail system. The choice
of materials must address safety and functional issues associated
with the expression of the swept path along the route and its
relationship with adjacent footpaths. It must also utilise a
consistent palette which subscribes to the brand image and
quality of the metro extension.
This creates issues for harmonisation of local character and
particularly for visually sensitive areas. Appropriate branding
will enhance both perceptions of the system, and of the local
urban scene. The varied nature of the route means a number of
materials are required to suit a range of street and off-street
situations. These are described below.
Tramw
oncr
ete Bloc
ks (r
ef
er to tr
amstop cchapter
hapter
s)
amwaay -C
-Concr
oncrete
Blocks
(ref
efer
tramstop
hapters)
Concrete blocks are to be laid as a tramway treatment where
higher quality finishes are required such as for the majority of
the tram stop locations. Concrete block size and laying pattern
in the tramway should be consistent along the whole route.
Blocks should be mid-grey and course textured to provide tonal
and textural contrast with the adjacent footway flag paving.
Colour and finish should contrast with adjacent treatments to
the pedestrian footways. Blocks should be contained between
stone/concrete margins (see opposite).
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Hard Landscape
Tr amw
essed bituminous mater
ial
amwaa y -Impr
-Impressed
material
In ‘lower profile’ areas, Impressed dark bituminous material
surfacing is a possible alternative to concrete block paving (see
image opposite taken from a hard landscaped area in Dublin).
A range of patterns and colours can readily be created in
accordance with planning guidelines using this technique.
Away from carriageway loadings, there are even more
possibilities. Its colour should however be darker than adjacent
silver grey footpaths to provide a suitable colour contrast.
Asphalt
Highways are to be surfaced with macadam. This will occur
predominantly where the tram crosses or shares an arterial route.
Bus lanes are marked using coloured asphalt and should meet
the highway authority’s’ approval.
Tr amw
gr
eg
ate
amwaa ys -Exposed Ag
Aggr
greg
egate
Exposed aggregate surfacing is a possible alternative to asphalt
surfacing. It should be a lighter grained finish superior to asphalt surfacing. Its colour should however be darker than adjacent silver grey footpaths to provide a suitable colour contrast.
The primary aggregate could be locally sourced river gravel.
The matrix colouration is achieved with a dye and the surface
could be seeded with single size light grey granite chips,
towelled in, retarded and finally exposed by pressure washing.
Tr amw
amwaa y -Ballast
In the shared corridor the tramway treatment will be ballast to
meet Network Rail Standards. In the street running sections,
appropriate surface materials that meet HMRI requirements
would be provided.
Pedestrian crossings
Pedestrian crossings will be either blocked paved or asphalt. In
locations close to tram stops block paving should be
considered. Pattern and finish should contrast with adjacent
treatments to the pedestrian footways.
On arterial routes crossings should be a continuation of the
asphalt.. All controlled pedestrian crossings should comply
with the relevant highway standards in relation to road markings,
traffic signalling, signage and safety railings. It is the
responsibility of the Engineer to provide this detail and indicate
which of the crossings require the various control measures.
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Hard Landscape
C entr
al R
eserv
ation - C oncr
ete PPaa ving
entral
Reserv
eservation
oncrete
Central reservations are to be laid with concrete pavers/blocks.
Colour and finish should contrast with adjacent treatments to
the tramway alignment. Slab size and laying pattern should
match the paving proposed elsewhere.

Deterr
ent PPaa ving - Gr
anite / Yorkstone setts
Deterrent
Granite
Setts are to be laid edge facing up in a mortar bed to deter
pedestrian movement in areas where indicated on the plan . A
suitable alternative for highway areas away from tram stops
could be Marshall’s ‘Thaxsted’ paving or similar.

Kerbs - Flush & Upstanding
Where kerbs are to be provided they shall meet the Highway
Authority’s approval. In line with HMRI guidance the swept path
will be delineated by a paving material that contrasts both in
colour and texture to adjoining surface materials.

Dr
ainag
ating
Drainag
ainagee - Gullies & Gr
Grating
Drainage may be dealt with in several different ways in response
to sight specific issues for which Engineers advice should be
sought. In general drainage should be achieved by gullies with
ductile iron, heel guard grates. A suitable grate product could
be ‘Victoria D400’. Gullies should be designed to sit in a
matching stone channel to the adjacent kerb. The channel
should be dimensioned to suit the width of the grate. Gullies
could be made from granite, or concrete to match the adjacent
paving type. All drains should be easily maintainable and not
prone to blocking. Where a linear drain is necessary a product
should be selected that is appropriate to its surroundings. A slot
drain (e.g. double 10mm divergent slots x 500 / 100mm) could
be specified in tram stop locations and on footways of
commercial streets. Aco N1000KS drains could be more suitable
for lower profile highway dominated locations.
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Hard Landscape
Tr am stop PPaa ving -

Refer to Chapters on IndividualTram Stops

Tram stop Platf
orms - Tactile pa
ving
Platforms
paving
Tactile paving is to be 400 x 400mm lozenge style units laid
directly behind the coping for the length of the platform. Where
adjacent to silver grey paving, colour should be mid or dark
grey to provide visual contrast. Where natural stone is specified
for the platforms the corresponding tactile paving should also
be made from natural stone. A 400mm line of tactile paving
should also mark the beginning of all platform ramps. A suitable
style would be granite / concrete / Yorkstone corduroy paving
depending on location.

Tr am stop Platf
orms - Coping
Platforms
Platform coping should be made from cast concrete units.
Width of coping units should be 500mm. Coping profile and
overhang should comply with HSE requirements for tram
platforms. A suitable product could be a Charcon custom coping
unit with a similar profile to the one pictured but cast as one
concrete unit. A slightly textured finish could be added to the
concrete to discourage marking.
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Hard Landscape
Drawing OX3951-700 Block Paving Detail
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Soft Landscape
Soft Landscape
The utilisation of soft landscape elements within LRT systems
can result in an enriched public realm experience and will allow
greater integration between the systems and their surrounds.
Ecological planting schemes which create valued habitats for
indigenous flora and fauna can greatly augment existing nature
conservation values.
Soft landscape design should aim to provide an element of all
-year round colour and interest and plants should be selected
for their robustness and durability, bearing in mind likely usage,
potential abuse and microclimate conditions, and follow Best
Practice in horticultural specification. All soft landscape areas
will be designed with safety, security and maintainablity in mind.
E colo
g y & Natur
ation
colog
Naturee C onserv
onservation
Any environmentally sensitive areas along the route will be
addressed in response to mitigation measures set out in the ES.
Wherever possible, additional disturbance of existing vegetation
and wildlife habitats will be avoided.
The importance of established trees and vegetation in nature
conservation terms is of great significance.
The general approach to soft landscape works at tram stop areas
can be found in chapter 10 of this guide.
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Soft Landscape
Cuttings, Embankments & Rail C orr
idor
orridor
idorss
The rail corridor, embankments and cuttings provide
opportunities for native planting. This will benefit wildlife and
ecology in the area and help to create ecological corridors
along the LRT line. Any new planting or maintenance of existing
planting will be carried out to Network Rail standards and be in
accordance with deemed planning permission attached to the
TWAO.
Maintenance and Management
For more detailed landscape maintenance and management
proposals refer to chapter 14 of this guide.
Historic settings
There are many excellent examples of LRT systems that have
been successfully integrated into historic settings in cities such
as Strasbourg, Nantes, Montpellier, and Orleans. Use of high
quality appropriate materials selected for their timelessness,
durability, attention to detail and fine grain design solutions
have enabled these LRT systems to positively contribute to their
historic settings.
The scheme runs through the Castle Hill Conservation Area
and the Parkhead Locks Conservation Area and as such needs to
be sympathetic to the character and appearance of its historic
character. The scheme also runs adjacent to a number of listed
buildings and design proposals need to take account of their
setting and appearance.
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Infrastructure
C ommon C omponents
The following section outlines key components of each tram
stop which are common to the stops unless otherwise stated.
This consistent approach is designed to create a clear legible
identity for the metro extension and enhance the adjacent public
realm. Examples have been included to demonstrate current
best practice in LRT public realm design and illustrate the
approach and level of quality sought for the Midland Metro
extension.

Proposed platforms & shelters for Barcelona’s new LRT system

Shelters
Shelters should provide good weather protection and be an
attractive and safe place to wait. They play an important role in
providing signature design and branding for LRT systems and
can act as valuable landmarks, contribute to street legibility
and aid orientation. They also act as the front door to the
system and therefore need to make an important statement
and first impression. The shelter should be a high quality product

Montpellier LRT stop & shelter

made to a high standard of design and workmanship. To reduce
clutter and to facilitate maintenance, efforts will be made to
integrate passenger information and within the shelter
infrastructure. Shelters will be designed to be tough, durable,
low maintenance and vandal and graffiti resistant.
The minimum width between the tramway edge of the platform
and any structure on the platform, except for the roofs of
shelters, should not be less that 1500mm. Exact tram stop
shelter configuration varies between tram stops as a response
to the physical characteristics of each particular stop. Variables
include length, island/staggered/parallel, number of integral
seats, ticket machine position etc.
The following development drawings illustrate how a certain
shelter might be configured within a set of defined modular
parameters. These drawings were combined with schedules as
part of a package sent to two shelter manufacturers -Woodhouse
and Streetlife for cost analysis.
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Infrastructure

FOR ILLUSTRATION ONLY

Typical Island SStop
top
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Infrastructure
Typical SStag
tag
g er
ed SStop
top
tagg
ered

FOR ILLUSTRATION ONLY
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Infrastructure
Typical SStag
tag
g er
ed SStop
top in section
tagg
ered

FOR ILLUSTRATION ONLY
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Infrastructure
Safety
Each tram stop along the extension will have CCTV installed to
deter vandalism and to provide passengers with a safe and secure
place to wait for trams. CCTV equipment will need to be
integrated into the shelter and lighting infrastructure to avoid
unnecessary visual clutter. Similarly any advertising panels
should be carefully co-ordinated with CCTV equipment so that
they do not obsruct sight lines. All CCTV will be in accordance
with safety and disability requirements standards.
Each stop along the route will feature ‘help points’ which will
be fully integrated into the tram stop design. Linked to the
Central Control Centre, help points will provide information
and general assistance for the visually impaired.
Tr am stop furnitur
furnituree and Lighting
All tram stop and street furniture should be of a high standard,
durable, vandal resistant, easily maintained and will be
appropriate to both it’s location and the branding image of the
Midland Metro Wednesbury to Brierley Hill Metro Extension.
Lighting will be a high quality element providing a safe and
attractive waiting environment. Lighting will be chosen to
compliment other associated LRT furniture.
Lighting levels should adhere to BS EN 13201, supported by BS
5489-1:2003 “Lighting of roads and public amenity areas”. In
the most heavily used areas such as the platform environs, lux
levels should achieve the higher end of the recommended lux
range, or such higher level determined by the tender
specification.
The style, finish and materials for all furniture proposed should
be consistent and this includes seating, bins, lighting and OHLE
columns, railings and tree grilles and line side equipment.

18.11.05
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Infrastructure
RTI Passenger Information & Signage
Each stop will require identification and signing of stop, real
time information (RTI), passenger information boards providing
timetable, LRT system, ticket and local area information.
Advertising may be a key element of LRT systems, but in the
interest of presenting an image of a sophisticated, attractive,
clean and uncluttered extension, it is desirable that all
advertising be integrated into the shelter infrastructure and
should not dominate or adversely contrast with it.
Ticket Machines
The finish, colour and appearance of ticket machines should
complement proposed stop furniture and materials.
Ticket machine locations are detailed within the tender
specifications and should be integrated with the shelter and
placed within the range of the CCTV system.
Cycle Pr
ovision
Provision
Where necessary, cycle storage facilities will be provided on or
close to stops. Cycle storage facilities should be constructed of
robust, cleanable and vandal resistant materials and
compliment other street furniture. All cycle storage facilities
should be well lit, safe and secure and be covered by CCTV
surveillance.
Public Ar
Artt
The identification and inclusion of public art could enhance
and enrich both local and LRT identity and create a distinctive
landmark or reference point to aid orientation. Public works of
art and visually striking threshold treatments help to create a
unique and memorable experience of streetscapes and transport
systems.
The Metro stops could generate opportunities for public art at
Dudley and Brierley Hill. Other aesthetic/artistic features will
be incorporated into elements of the infrastructure.
Centro are working with Dudley’s Public Artist to secure Arts
Council Funding to develop a strategy document for specific
public art inclusions along the route which could be taken
forward by the Concessionaire.
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3
Great Bridge Stop
18.11.05
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Existing Conditions
Existing Local Char
acter
Character

•

Proposed tramstop located in secluded deep cutting

•

Mixed use area with a concentration of industrial and
residential developments

•

Area is currently run down looking is blighted by flytipping on railway cuttings
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Constraints
Constraints:

•

Integration with buses

•

Lack of street presence

•

Access from Eagle Lane
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Opportunities
Opportunities:

•

Create enhanced entrance to tram stop

•

Relocate pedestrian crossing on new road to enable
interchange with local bus services

•

Provide attractive landscape planting between the stop
area and adjacent residential properties
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Great Bridge Design Components
Tr am SStop
top Shel
ter
Shelter
All shelters shall provide weather protection on the platform area
and should be of a modular design to enable future expansion
and/or maintenance. Shelters should also incorporate glazed back
and side screens to provide adequate protection from the wind.
Shelters should be constructed from high quality, robust materials
and should match other Metro Street furniture.
Two facing side platforms are proposed for the Great Bridge tram
stop area, the proposed shelter canopies for which are approximately
23m long, 3.5m wide and 3.6m above the finished surface level
of the platform. Both shelter canopies overhang the supporting
shelter structure beneath.
Both shelter structures could be made of grade 316 brushed
stainless steel with toughened glass panels attached. All glass
panels should be of a standard size, selected with ease of
maintenance in mind, easily cleaned, resistant to discolouring
and vandalism.
A suitable drainage system shall be included as part of the
shelter design to prevent water falling on pedestrians waiting
within the shelter space. All water troughs\ guttering and down
pipes shall be designed to blend in with the canopy structure,
and should where possible form part of the main canopy
elements.
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Great Bridge Design Components
Signage and Passenger Information
All forms of static signage and information such as stop
identification signs, passenger information boards providing
timetable, route information, ticket and local area information,
should be kept to a minimum. Name plates and maps should be
integrated into the tram stop shelters wherever possible. Signage
should comply with the relevant industry standards and guidelines.
Further information can be found in the ‘Signage and Waymarking
Strategy’.

Fingerpost signage
Directional signage should adopt the same design language as
the proposed canopy structures. Good examples of this are the
Drakard & Humble finger posts such as those already intalled at
Merry Hill would be visually appropriate. Further information can
be found in the ‘Signage Strategy & Waymarking Stragegy’
document.

R eal T ime Inf
ormation (R
TI)
Information
(RTI)
RTI units should be simple and compact. They could be integrated
with the canopy structure or combined with a totem structure
that could incorporate RTI, a help point and advertising space.
They should be double sided, facing lengthways along the
platform. A speaker system will be installed for emergency
announcements only.

Help PPoints
oints and PPasseng
asseng
er Assistance Units (P
A U’
s)
assenger
(PA
U’s)
Timetable and other information is to be available to visually
impaired people via an integrated help point . A clearly visible
passenger assistance unit shall be located at each end of every
platform shelter block, and within each lift at a suitable height for
abled and less-able bodied persons. A special ‘spongey’ material
layed strategically within the platform paving will direct the visually
impaired towards the help point and will be linked to the
Concessionaires central control room.
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Great Bridge Design Components
Canopy Seating
Shelter seating should be integrated as part of the shelter canopy
and be designed to complement the colour and finish of the
stop furniture.
Seats should be attractive, comforable and durable and could
be constructed from brushed Grade 316 stainless steel and
durable hardwood timber. Timber should be Forestry
Stewardship Council certified. Seating is to be of tip-up \ perch
style seat with an easily maintainable, robust design and
construction.
Seats could be arranged in 2 integral groups of 4 for each canopy
structure. Seats should be high-backed for additional comfort
with arm rests to assist elderly users.
General Seating
Seats should be attractive, comforable and durable and could
be constructed from brushed Grade 316 stainless steel and
durable hardwood timber. Timber should be Forestry
Stewardship Council certified. Seats should be high-backed for
additional comfort with arm rests to assist elderly users. Seats
could be selected from the Woodhouse ‘Geo’ range or similar.
Litter Bins
Simple, elegant and robust stainless steel litter bins should be
positioned along important pedestrian routes. Where there is
insufficient space they are to be integrated with light columns
to reduce visual clutter. Litter bins could be Finbin Helsinki
(column mounted ) or similar. Finish, colour and appearance
will complement proposed stop furniture and materials. Final
selection should comply with current anti-terrorist measures.
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Great Bridge Design Components
Advertising
Advertising could be integrated into the shelter structure or, if
freestanding, could be combined with RTI and help points in a
single structure. Advertising should be kept to a minimum, and
be located to prevent obstruction to pedestrians and CCTV
sight lines.The design of any advertising infrastructure should
complement the materials, finish and colour of the Metro
Street furniture.
CCTV
All proposed support columns for CCTV cameras shall be in
keeping with the finish, colour and materials of other Metro
Street furniture. Where possible, new CCTV cameras should be
mounted on top of lighting columns or other similar support
posts, to minimise the number of obstructions in footways and
other pedestrian zones. Sufficient artificial light should be
provided to enable effective camera operation at night.

Lighting
Lighting levels should adhere to BS EN 13201, supported by BS
5489-1:2003 “Lighting of roads and public amenity areas”. In the
most heavily used areas such as the platform environs, lux levels
should achieve the higher end of the recommended lux range, or
such higher level determined by the tender specification. Light
fittings could be Woodhouse GEO Parklight or similar. Feature
LED lighting should be used around the platform environs to add
a signature to the overall lighting scheme.

Shelter Lighting
Lighting shall be integrated into the shelter structure and be
designed to be in keeping with the colour, finish and materials of
the shelter and other system light fittings. In addition to the functional lighting of the immediate area under the canopies, feature
lighting should be employed on the shelter structure such as to
the uprights and spine. This is to provide a distinctive and recognizable look for the family of tram stop shelters that reinforces the
Metro branding. Lighting levels should adhere to BS EN 13201.
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Great Bridge Design Components
Cycle SStands
tands
All cycle stands shall be in keeping with the finish, colour and
materials of other Metro Street furniture. cycle stands could be
Furnitubes ‘College’ or similar.

Tr amw
ossings and between platf
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(Crossings
platforms)
Suitable materials should complement those specified for the
adjacent pedestrian footways and spaces. These should have a
low efflorescence level, and should match, compliment or
better the following styles:- Paviours – ‘Charcon Andover
(Charcoal) - Textured Concrete Blocks’, or, ‘Marshals Mistral
(Charcoal) - Textured Concrete Blocks’.
Block paviours used for this purpose should be bedded suitably
to avoid creep-age caused by vibration from LRV’s or other road
vehicles.

Tr am SStop
top Platf
orm PPaa ving
Platform
The platform surface is to be high quality concrete paving slabs
laid in a grid along the platform. Pavers could be Charcon
‘Paddington’ 600 x 750 mm size slabs. High quality concrete tactile
paving blisters shall be provided at the platform edge . As with
entire platform design, paving and finishes are to meet all national
safety and disability requirements standards.
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Great Bridge Design Components
Ballast
The tramway surfacing will revert back to railway ballast either
side of the tramstop area.

Line Side Equipment
Trackside cabinets and other electrical equipment should be carefully sited so that they allow access for maintenance, but don’t
create hazards or block sight lines. Equipment form, function and
final positionning should conform to the relevant design standards. If located adjacent to the stop line side equipment should
match the colour palette and materials of the street furniture.
The requirements for each tram stop should be considered early
in the design process to facilitate a sensitive and appropriate location for each in relation to other tram stop infrastructure. Lineside
equipment should not appear as an afterthought to the metro
scheme.
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Great Bridge Design Components
Platf
orm A c cess Lift and stair
case
Platform
staircase
The proposed lift tower and associated stairways shall comply
with the relevant BS EN standard, DDA regulations, HMRI
requirements and other industry standards and guidelines.
The proposed lift and staircase structure should take full
advantage of its prominant position on New Road. The lift
tower should act as a focal point for pedestrians and provide an
attractive gateway to the proposed new tram system.
The lift tower should be accessed from a entry point adjacent to
New Road. Platform access should incorporate an adjacent stair
case down to platform level.
The lift tower should be constructed of robust modern materials, and should be designed to have a transparent look and feel,
using simple steel and glass construction techniques to create a
steel framework around a central glazad Lift car. Perforated
aluminium panelling could be used to offer partial enclosure to
the wrap around stair case. Any large voids within this structure
are to be either readily accessible or shall be sealed off, to
prevent excessive debris build-up.
All lifts should be fitted with CCTV equipment and an emergency alarm point \assistance unit, with two-way speech
communication system.

.

Note: At the time these drawings were prepared lift shafts were determined necessary at the locations featured in this Street
Design Guide. However, further topographical analysis and detailed design may prove lifts are unnecesssary in some locations,
in favour of step & ramp access. Lift shafts will only be provided where site conditions do not allow alternative means of access.
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Great Bridge Design Components
Soft Landscape
Tr e e s
Trees could be selected as features to contrast with or to
compliment existing natives. They could have either a 2metre
clear stem (20cm girth at 1 metre above ground level, or to have
branches clothed to ground level (height depending on species)
and a habit suited to location and function.
Tree species: - varieties of,
Betula, Quercus, Alnus, Populus, Salix, Acer with some scope for
Pinus, the black pine that has a tradition of railway corridor planting
that would offer winter interest.
Ornamental Planting
Accent planting to give identity and seasonal interest at tram stops
will be limited to a palette of native species and their more
ornamental cultivars. Examples could include:
Species: Prunus laurocerasus ‘Zabelliana’
Size: 1.5 - 2m tall
Density: 4/m2
Species: Amelanchier laevis
Size: up to 3m
Density: 1/m2 in groups of 5-9
Native Planting
Native dogwood planting at the foot of the retaining wall would
provide a dense green swath in the summer followed by an
attractive thicket of red stems during the winter.
Species: Cornus alba 'Sibirica'
Size:
Density:
An understory of self seeding native perennials could provide a
striking yellow contrast in the springtime.
Species: Heleborus foetidus
Size: 2m
Density: 4/m2

Design Development Drawings
The principles and design objectives outlined in this document have been employed to generate appropriate proposals for the Great
Bridge stop area. An illustrative plan and section demonstrating this approach have been produced, and reduced versions of these
are included over the following pages.
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Great Bridge Design Proposal
Drawing OX3951-101
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Great Bridge Design Proposal

APPROVED SECTION TO BE INSERTED

Drawing OX3951-201
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4
Horseley Road Stop
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Existing Conditions
Existing Local Char
acter
Character

•

Proposed tramstop located in secluded deep cutting

•

Residential area

•

Area is currently run down looking is blighted by flytipping on railway cuttings

•

Major regeneration area

•

Lack of street presence
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Constraints
Constraints:

•

Security issues associated with enclosed
location in a deep cutting

•

Lack of street presence

•

Secondary access to tram stop required

•

Need for access to park and ride

•

Canopies and street furniture design requires use of
robust materials

•

Lift and staircase required to facilitate access to tramstop
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Opportunities
Opportunities:

•

Enhance and Increase pedestrain area at stop entrance

•

Mark Metro presence at street level

•

Provide traffic calmed area in Horseley road

•

Provide signalized junction layout and pedestrian
crossing (complimentary measure -funded by
Sandwell MBC)

•

Signpost for park and ride and beacon/feature made
of lift shaft to locate tram stop from road side on
Horseley Heath and Horseley road

•

Establish connection to residential areas and park and
ride site
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Horseley Road Design Components
Tr am SStop
top Shel
ter
Shelter
All shelters shall provide weather protection on the platform area
and should be of a modular design to enable future expansion
and/or maintenance. Shelters should also incorporate glazed back
and side screens to provide adequate protection from the wind.
Shelters should be constructed from high quality, robust materials
and should match other Metro Street furniture.
Two facing side platforms are proposed for the Horseley Road
tram stop area, the proposed shelter canopies for which are
approximately 23m long, 3.5m wide and 3.6m above the finished
surface level of the platform. Both shelter canopies overhang the
supporting shelter structure beneath.
Both shelter structures could be made of grade 316 brushed
stainless steel with toughened glass panels attached. All glass
panels should be of a standard size, selected with ease of
maintenance in mind, easily cleaned, resistant to discolouring
and vandalism.
A suitable drainage system shall be included as part of the
shelter design to prevent water falling on pedestrians waiting
within the shelter space. All water troughs\ guttering and down
pipes shall be designed to blend in with the canopy structure,
and should where possible form part of the main canopy
elements.
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Horseley Road Design Components
Signage and Passenger Information
All forms of static signage and information such as stop
identification signs, passenger information boards providing
timetable, route information, ticket and local area information,
should be kept to a minimum. Name plates and maps should be
integrated into the tram stop shelters wherever possible. Signage
should comply with the relevant industry standards and guidelines.
Further information can be found in the ‘Signage and Waymarking
Strategy’.

Fingerpost signage
Directional signage should adopt the same design language as
the proposed canopy structures. Good examples of this are the
Drakard & Humble finger posts such as those already intalled at
Merry Hill would be visually appropriate. Further information can
be found in the ‘Signage Strategy & Waymarking Stragegy’
document.

R eal T ime Inf
ormation (R
TI)
Information
(RTI)
RTI units should be simple and compact. They could be integrated
with the canopy structure or combined with a totem structure
that could incorporate RTI, a help point and advertising space.
They should be double sided, facing lengthways along the
platform. A speaker system will be installed for emergency
announcements only.

Help PPoints
oints and PPasseng
asseng
er Assistance Units (P
AU’
s)
assenger
(PA
U’s)
Timetable and other information is to be available to visually
impaired people via an integrated help point . A clearly visible
passenger assistance unit shall be located at each end of every
platform shelter block, and within each lift at a suitable height for
abled and less-able bodied persons. A special ‘spongey’ material
layed strategically within the platform paving will direct the visually
impaired towards the help point and will be linked to the
Concessionaires central control room.
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Horseley Road Design Components
Canopy Seating
Shelter seating should be integrated as part of the shelter canopy
and be designed to complement the colour and finish of the
stop furniture.
Seats should be attractive, comforable and durable and could
be constructed from brushed Grade 316 stainless steel and
durable hardwood timber. Timber should be Forestry
Stewardship Council certified. Seating is to be of tip-up \ perch
style seat with an easily maintainable, robust design and
construction.
Seats could be arranged in 2 integral groups of 4 for each canopy
structure. Seats will high-backed for additional comfort with
arm rests to assist elderly users.
General Seating
Seats should be attractive, comforable and durable and could
be constructed from brushed Grade 316 stainless steel and
durable hardwood timber. Timber should be Forestry
Stewardship Council certified. Seats should be high-backed for
additional comfort with arm rests to assist elderly users. Seats
could be selected from the Broxap B300 range or similar.
Litter Bins
Simple, elegant and robust stainless steel litter bins should be
positioned along important pedestrian routes. Where there is
insufficient space they are to be integrated with light columns
to reduce visual clutter. Litter bins could be Finbin Helsinki
(column mounted ) or similar. Finish, colour and appearance
will complement proposed stop furniture and materials. Final
selection should comply with current anti-terrorist measures.
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Horseley Road Design Components
Advertising
Advertising could be integrated into the shelter structure or, if
freestanding, could be combined with RTI and help points in a
single structure. Advertising should be kept to a minimum, and
be located to prevent obstruction to pedestrians and CCTV
sight lines.The design of any advertising infrastructure should
complement the materials, finish and colour of the Metro
Street furniture.
CCTV
All proposed support columns for CCTV cameras shall be in
keeping with the finish, colour and materials of other Metro
Street furniture. Where possible, new CCTV cameras should be
mounted on top of lighting columns or other similar support
posts, to minimise the number of obstructions in footways and
other pedestrian zones. Sufficient artificial light should be
provided to enable effective camera operation at night.

Lighting
Lighting levels should adhere to BS EN 13201, supported by BS
5489-1:2003 “Lighting of roads and public amenity areas”. In the
most heavily used areas such as the platform environs, lux levels
should achieve the higher end of the recommended lux range, or
such higher level determined by the tender specification. Light
fittings could be Woodhouse GEO Parklight or similar. Feature
LED lighting should be used around the platform environs to add
a signature to the overall lighting scheme.

Shelter Lighting
Lighting shall be integrated into the shelter structure and be
designed to be in keeping with the colour, finish and materials of
the shelter and other system light fittings. In addition to the functional lighting of the immediate area under the canopies, feature
lighting should be employed on the shelter structure such as to
the uprights and spine. This is to provide a distinctive and recognizable look for the family of tram stop shelters that reinforces the
Metro branding. Lighting levels should adhere to BS EN 13201.
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Horseley Road Design Components
Cycle SStands
tands
All cycle stands shall be in keeping with the finish, colour and
materials of other Metro Street furniture. cycle stands could be
Furnitubes ‘College’ or similar.

Tr amw
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platforms)
Suitable materials should complement those specified for the
adjacent pedestrian footways and spaces, and should also
provide a clear colour contrast with the highway in order to
deter prohibited users. These should have a low efflorescence
level, and should match, compliment or better the following
styles:- Paviours – ‘Charcon Andover (Charcoal) - Textured
Concrete Blocks’, or, ‘Marshals Mistral(Charcoal) - Textured
Concrete Blocks’.
Block paviours used for this purpose should be bedded suitably
to avoid creep-age caused by vibration from LRV’s or other road
vehicles.

Tr am SStop
top Platf
orm PPaa ving
Platform
The platform surface is to be high quality concrete paving slabs
laid in a grid along the platform. Pavers could be Charcon
‘Paddington’ 600 x 750 mm size slabs. High quality concrete tactile
paving blisters shall be provided at the platform edge . As with
entire platform design, paving and finishes are to meet all European
& national safety and disability requirements standards.
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Horseley Road Design Components
Ballast
The tramway surfacing will revert back to railway ballast either
side of the tramstop area.
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Horseley Road Design Components
Platf
orm A c cess Lift and stair
case
Platform
staircase
The proposed lift tower and associated stairways shall comply
with the relevant BS standard, DDA regulations, HMRI
requirements and other industry standards and guidelines.
The proposed lift and staircase structure should take full
advantage of its prominant position on Horseley Road. The lift
tower should act as a focal point for pedestrians and provide an
attractive gateway to the proposed new tram system.
The lift tower should be accessed from a entry point adjacent to
Horseley Road. Platform access should incorporate an adjacent
stair case down to platform level.
The lift tower should be constructed of robust modern materials, and should be designed to have a transparent look and feel,
using simple steel and glass construction techniques to create a
steel framework around a central glazad Lift car. Perforated
aluminium panelling could be used to offer partial enclosure to
the wrap around stair case. Any large voids within this structure
are to be either readily accessible or shall be sealed off, to
prevent excessive debris build-up.
All lifts should be fitted with CCTV equipment and an emergency alarm point \assistance unit, with two-way speech
communication system.

.

Note: At the time these drawings were prepared lift shafts were determined
necessary at the locations featured in this Street Design Guide. However, further
topographical analysis and detailed design may prove lifts are unnecesssary in some
locations, in favour of step & ramp access. Lift shafts will only be provided where
site conditions do not allow alternative means of access.
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Horseley Road Design Components
Soft Landscape
Tr e e s
Trees could be selected as features to contrast with or to
compliment existing natives. They could have either a 2metre
clear stem (20cm girth at 1 metre above ground level, or to have
branches clothed to ground level (height depending on species)
and a habit suited to location and function.
Tree species: - varieties of,
Betula, Quercus, Alnus, Populus, Salix, Acer with some scope for
Pinus, the black pine that has a tradition of railway corridor planting
that would offer winter interest.
Ornamental Planting
Accent planting to give identity and seasonal interest at tram stops
will be limited to a palette of native species and their more
ornamental cultivars. Examples could include:
Species: Prunus laurocerasus ‘Zabelliana’
Size: 1.5 - 2m tall
Density: 4/m2
Species: Amelanchier laevis
Size: up to 3m
Density: 1/m2 in groups of 5-9
Native Planting
Native dogwood planting at the foot of the retaining wall would
provide a dense green swath in the summer followed by an
attractive thicket of red stems during the winter.
Species: Cornus alba 'Sibirica'
Size:
Density:
An understory of self seeding native perennials could provide a
striking yellow contrast in the springtime.
Species: Heleborus foetidus
Size: 2m
Density: 4/m2
Design Development Drawings
The principles and design objectives outlined in this document have been employed to generate appropriate proposals for the
Horseley Road stop area. An illustrative plan, section and visualisation demonstrating this approach have been generated, and
reduced versions of these are included over the following pages.
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Horseley Road Design Proposal
Drawing OX3951-102-A
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Horseley Road Design Proposal
Drawing OX3951-202
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Horseley Road Design Proposal
Drawing OX3951-302
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5
Birmingham New Road Stop
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Existing Conditions
Existing Local Char
acter
Character

•

Proposed tramstop located on an embankment

•

Adjacent to residential area to the north and industry
to the south

•

Tram stop entrance located on major road (Birming
ham New Road)
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Constraints
Constraints:

•

Tram stop overlooks adjacent residential properties

•

Potential noise impacts on adjacent residential
properties from tram stop area

•

Narrow and unsafe footpath link to Lindley Avenue

•

Need for at grade crossing on Birmingham New Road

•

Canopies and street furniture design requires use of
robust materials

•

Lift and staircase required to facilitate access to tramstop
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Opportunities
Opportunities:

•

Enhance and Increase pedestrain area at stop entrance

•

Mark Metro presence at street level

•

Provide pedestrian crossing on Birmingham New Road
(complimentary measure to be jointly funded by
Dudley & Sandwell MBC).

•

Widen footpath to Lindley Avenue and improve
lighting levels

•

Incorporate green screening feature to mitigate noise
and visual impacts
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Birmingham New Road Design Components
Tr am SStop
top Shel
ter
Shelter
All shelters shall provide weather protection on the platform area
and should be of a modular design to enable future expansion
and/or maintenance. Shelters should also incorporate glazed back
and side screens to provide adequate protection from the wind.
Shelters should be constructed from high quality, robust materials
and should match other Metro Street furniture.
Two facing side platforms are proposed for the Birmingham New
Road tram stop area, the proposed shelter canopies for which are
approximately 23m long, 3.5m wide and 3.6m above the finished
surface level of the platform. Both shelter canopies overhang the
supporting shelter structure beneath.
Both shelter structures could be made of grade 316 brushed
stainless steel with toughened glass panels attached. All glass
panels should be of a standard size, selected with ease of
maintenance in mind, easily cleaned, resistant to discolouring
and vandalism.
Continuous back panelling to canopy
To ease concerns over noise impact on adjacent residential
properties, the shelter should be fitted with continuous glass
panelling with no central opening. Panels should extend as close
as is practical towards the platform floor.
A suitable drainage system shall be included as part of the
shelter design to prevent water falling on pedestrians waiting
within the shelter space. All water troughs\ guttering and down
pipes shall be designed to blend in with the canopy structure,
and should where possible form part of the main canopy
elements.
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Birmingham New Road Design Components
Signage and Passenger Information
All forms of static signage and information such as stop
identification signs, passenger information boards providing
timetable, route information, ticket and local area information,
should be kept to a minimum. Name plates and maps should be
integrated into the tram stop shelters wherever possible. Signage
should comply with the relevant industry standards and guidelines.
Further information can be found in the ‘Signage and Waymarking
Strategy’.

Fingerpost signage
Directional signage should adopt the same design language as
the proposed canopy structures. Good examples of this are the
Drakard & Humble finger posts such as those already intalled at
Merry Hill would be visually appropriate. Further information can
be found in the ‘Signage Strategy & Waymarking Stragegy’
document.

R eal T ime Inf
ormation (R
TI)
Information
(RTI)
RTI units should be simple and compact. They could be integrated
with the canopy structure or combined with a totem structure
that could incorporate RTI, a help point and advertising space.
They should be double sided, facing lengthways along the
platform. A speaker system will be installed for emergency
announcements only.

Help PPoints
oints and PPasseng
asseng
er Assistance Units (P
A U’
s)
assenger
(PA
U’s)
Timetable and other information is to be available to visually
impaired people via an integrated help point . A clearly visible
passenger assistance unit shall be located at each end of every
platform shelter block, and within each lift at a suitable height for
abled and less-able bodied persons. A special ‘spongey’ material
layed strategically within the platform paving will direct the visually
impaired towards the help point and will be linked to the
Concessionaires central control room.
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Birmingham New Road Design Components
Canopy Seating
Shelter seating should be integrated as part of the shelter canopy
and be designed to complement the colour and finish of the
stop furniture.
Seats should be attractive, comforable and durable and could
be constructed from brushed Grade 316 stainless steel and
durable hardwood timber. Timber should be Forestry
Stewardship Council certified. Seating is to be of tip-up \ perch
style seat with an easily maintainable, robust design and
construction.
Seats could be arranged in 2 integral groups of 4 for each canopy
structure. Seats will high-backed for additional comfort with
arm rests to assist elderly users.
General Seating
Seats should be attractive, comforable and durable and could
be constructed from brushed Grade 316 stainless steel and
durable hardwood timber. Timber should be Forestry
Stewardship Council certified. Seats should be high-backed for
additional comfort with arm rests to assist elderly users. Seats
could be selected from the Broxap B300 range or similar.
Litter Bins
Simple, elegant and robust stainless steel litter bins should be
positioned along important pedestrian routes. Wherever practical
they are to be integrated with light columns to reduce visual
clutter. Litter bins could be Finbin Helsinki (column mounted)
or similar. Finish, colour and appearance will complement
proposed stop furniture and materials. Final selection should
comply with current anti-terrorist measures.
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Birmingham New Road Design Components
Advertising
Advertising could be integrated into the shelter structure or, if
freestanding, could be combined with RTI and help points in a
single structure. Advertising should be kept to a minimum, and
be located to prevent obstruction to pedestrians and CCTV
sight lines.The design of any advertising infrastructure should
complement the materials, finish and colour of the Metro
Street furniture.

CCTV
All proposed support columns for CCTV cameras shall be in
keeping with the finish, colour and materials of other Metro
Street furniture. Where possible, new CCTV cameras should be
mounted on top of lighting columns or other similar support
posts, to minimise the number of obstructions in footways and
other pedestrian zones. Sufficient artificial light should be
provided to enable effective camera operation at night.

Lighting
Lighting levels should adhere to BS EN 13201, supported by BS
5489-1:2003 “Lighting of roads and public amenity areas”. In the
most heavily used areas such as the platform environs, lux levels
should achieve the higher end of the recommended lux range, or
such higher level determined by the tender specification. Light
fittings could be Woodhouse GEO Parklight or similar. Feature
LED lighting should be used around the platform environs to add
a signature to the overall lighting scheme.

Shelter Lighting
Lighting shall be integrated into the shelter structure and be
designed to be in keeping with the colour, finish and materials of
the shelter and other system light fittings. In addition to the functional lighting of the immediate area under the canopies, feature
lighting should be employed on the shelter structure such as to
the uprights and spine. This is to provide a distinctive and recognizable look for the family of tram stop shelters that reinforces the
Metro branding. Lighting levels should adhere to BS EN 13201.
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Birmingham New Road Design Components
Cycle SStands
tands
All cycle stands shall be in keeping with the finish, colour and
materials of other Metro Street furniture. cycle stands could be
Furnitubes ‘College’ or similar.

Green Sound Barrier
To address concerns over the potential noise generated by the
operating metro sytem, a green sound barrier is proposed that will
join with the continuous glass panelling of the canopy structure
to create a contiuous sound barrier along the northern platform
and its approach. The barrier will also protect adjacent properties
from visual intrusion. A suitable product could be ‘Rock delta
Intensive’ or similar.
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platforms)
Suitable materials should complement those specified for the
adjacent pedestrian footways and spaces. These should have a
low efflorescence level, and should match, compliment or
better the following styles:- Paviours – ‘Charcon Andover (Mid
grey) - Textured Concrete Blocks’, or, ‘Marshals Mistral
(charcoal) - Textured Concrete Blocks’.
Block paviours used for this purpose should be bedded suitably
to avoid creep-age caused by vibration from LRV’s or other road
vehicles.

Tr am SStop
top Platf
orm PPaa ving
Platform
The platform surface is to be high quality concrete paving slabs
laid in a grid along the platform. Pavers could be Charcon
‘Paddington’ 600 x 750 mm size slabs. High quality concrete tactile
paving blisters shall be provided at the platform edge . As with
entire platform design, paving and finishes are to meet all European
& national safety and disability requirements standards.
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Birmingham New Road Design Components
Ballast
The tramway surfacing will revert back to railway ballast either
side of the tramstop area.

Line Side Equipment
Trackside cabinets and other electrical equipment should be carefully sited so that they allow access for maintenance, but don’t
create hazards or block sight lines. Equipment form, function and
final positionning should conform to the relevant design standards. If located adjacent to the stop line side equipment should
match the colour palette and materials of the street furniture.
The requirements for each tram stop should be considered early
in the design process to facilitate a sensitive and appropriate location for each in relation to other tram stop infrastructure. Lineside
equipment should not appear as an afterthought to the metro
scheme.
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Birmingham New Road Design Components
Platf
orm A c cess Lift and stair
case
Platform
staircase
The proposed lift tower and associated stairways shall comply
with the relevant BS EN standard, DDA regulations, HMRI
requirements and other industry standards and guidelines.
The proposed lift and staircase structure should take full
advantage of its accessible location on Birmingham New Road.
The lift tower should act as a focal point for pedestrians and
provide an attractive gateway to the proposed new tram system.
The lift tower should be accessed from a entry point adjacent to
Birmingham New Road. Platform access should incorporate an
adjacent stair case down to platform level.
The lift tower should be constructed of robust modern materials, and should be designed to have a transparent look and feel,
using simple steel and glass construction techniques to create a
steel framework around a central glazad Lift car. Perforated
aluminium panelling could be used to offer partial enclosure to
the wrap around stair case. Any large voids within this structure
are to be either readily accessible or shall be sealed off, to
prevent excessive debris build-up.
All lifts should be fitted with CCTV equipment and an emergency alarm point \assistance unit, with two-way speech
communication system.

.

Note: At the time these drawings were prepared lift shafts were determined necessary at the locations featured in this Street
Design Guide. However, further topographical analysis and detailed design may prove lifts are unnecesssary in some locations,
in favour of step & ramp access. Lift shafts will only be provided where site conditions do not allow alternative means of access.
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Birmingham New Road Design Components
Soft Landscape
Tr e e s
Trees could be selected as features to contrast with or to
compliment existing natives. They could have either a 2metre
clear stem (20cm girth at 1 metre above ground level, or to have
branches clothed to ground level (height depending on species)
and a habit suited to location and function.
Tree species: - varieties of,
Betula, Quercus, Alnus, Populus, Salix, Acer with some scope for
Pinus, the black pine that has a tradition of railway corridor planting
that would offer winter interest.
Ornamental Planting
Accent planting to give identity and seasonal interest at tram stops
will be limited to a palette of native species and their more
ornamental cultivars. Examples could include:
Species: Prunus laurocerasus ‘Zabelliana’
Size: 1.5 - 2m tall
Density: 4/m2
Species: Amelanchier laevis
Size: up to 3m
Density: 1/m2 in groups of 5-9
Native Planting
Native dogwood planting on the northern embankment would
provide a dense green swath in the summer followed by an
attractive thicket of red stems during the winter.
Species: Cornus alba 'Sibirica'
Size:
Density:
An understory of self seeding native perennials could provide a
striking yellow contrast in the springtime.
Species: Heleborus foetidus
Size: 2m
Density: 4/m2
Design Development Drawings
The principles and design objectives outlined in this document have been employed to generate appropriate proposals for the
Birmingham New Road stop area. An illustrative plan, section and visualisation demonstrating this approach have been generated,
and reduced versions of these are included over the following pages.
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Birmingham New Road Design Proposal
Drawing OX3951-105-A
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Birmingham New Road Design Proposal
Drawing OX3951-205
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Birmingham New Road Design Proposal
Drawing OX3951-305
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6
Tipton Road Stop
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Existing Conditions
Existing Local Char
acter
Character

•

Proposed tramstop located on an embankment having
left the proposed heavy rail corridor and is adjacent to a
major road (Tipton Road)

•

Area characterised by low density industry, derelict land
and scrubland, much of which is future development
land

•

Area blighted by fly-tipping on railway cuttings

•

Tram stop near to the Castle Gate complex and proposed
Guest Hospital
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Constraints
Constraints:

•

Tram stop location lacks direct links to development
sites

•

Requirement for at grade crossings on Tipton road

•

Substantial retaining structure required between heavy
rail corridor and proposed Metro alignment.

•

Proposed substation near tramstop entrance requires
layby and screening

•

Canopies and street furniture design requires use of
robust materials
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Opportunities
Opportunities:

•

Enhance and Increase pedestrain area at stop entrance

•

Mark Metro presence at street level

•

Provide pedestrian crossing on Tipton Road
(complimentary measure to be executed and funded
by Dudley MBC).

•

Provide footpath links to nearby development sites

•

Integrate buses with Metro system
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Tipton Road Design Components
Tr am SStop
top Shel
ter
Shelter
All shelters shall provide weather protection on the platform area
and should be of a modular design to enable future expansion
and/or maintenance. Shelters should also incorporate glazed back
and side screens to provide adequate protection from the wind.
Shelters should be constructed from high quality, robust materials
and should match other Metro Street furniture.
Two facing side platforms are proposed for the Tipton Road tram
stop area, the proposed shelter canopies for which are approximately
23m long, 3.5m wide and 3.6m above the finished surface level
of the platform. Both shelter canopies overhang the supporting
shelter structure beneath.
Both shelter structures could be made of grade 316 brushed
stainless steel with toughened glass panels attached. All glass
panels should be of a standard size, selected with ease of
maintenance in mind, easily cleaned, resistant to discolouring
and vandalism.
A suitable drainage system shall be included as part of the
shelter design to prevent water falling on pedestrians waiting
within the shelter space. All water troughs\ guttering and down
pipes shall be designed to blend in with the canopy structure,
and should where possible form part of the main canopy
elements.
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Tipton Road Design Proposal
Signage and Passenger Information
All forms of static signage and information such as stop
identification signs, passenger information boards providing
timetable, route information, ticket and local area information,
should be kept to a minimum. Name plates and maps should be
integrated into the tram stop shelters wherever possible. Signage
should comply with the relevant industry standards and guidelines.
Further information can be found in the ‘Signage and Waymarking
Strategy’.

Fingerpost signage
Directional signage should adopt the same design language as
the proposed canopy structures. Good examples of this are the
Drakard & Humble finger posts such as those already intalled at
Merry Hill would be visually appropriate. Further information can
be found in the ‘Signage Strategy & Waymarking Stragegy’
document.

R eal T ime Inf
ormation (R
TI)
Information
(RTI)
RTI units should be simple and compact. They could be integrated
with the canopy structure or combined with a totem structure
that could incorporate RTI, a help point and advertising space.
They should be double sided, facing lengthways along the
platform. A speaker system will be installed for emergency
announcements only.

Help PPoints
oints and PPasseng
asseng
er Assistance Units (P
AU’
s)
assenger
(PA
U’s)
Timetable and other information is to be available to visually
impaired people via an integrated help point . A clearly visible
passenger assistance unit shall be located at each end of every
platform shelter block, and within each lift at a suitable height for
abled and less-able bodied persons. A special ‘spongey’ material
layed strategically within the platform paving will direct the visually
impaired towards the help point and will be linked to the
Concessionaires central control room.
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Tipton Road Design Components
Canopy Seating
Shelter seating should be integrated as part of the shelter canopy
and be designed to complement the colour and finish of the
stop furniture.
Seats should be attractive, comforable and durable and could
be constructed from brushed Grade 316 stainless steel and
durable hardwood timber. Timber should be Forestry
Stewardship Council certified. Seating is to be of tip-up \ perch
style seat with an easily maintainable, robust design and
construction.
Seats could be arranged in 2 integral groups of 4 for each canopy
structure. Seats should be high-backed for additional comfort
with arm rests to assist elderly users.
General Seating
Seats should be attractive, comforable and durable and could
be constructed from brushed Grade 316 stainless steel and
durable hardwood timber. Timber should be Forestry
Stewardship Council certified. Seats should be high-backed for
additional comfort with arm rests to assist elderly users. Seats
could be selected from the Broxap B300 range or similar.
Litter Bins
Simple, elegant and robust stainless steel litter bins should be
positioned along important pedestrian routes. Wherever practical
they are to be integrated with light columns to reduce visual
clutter. Litter bins could be Finbin Helsinki (column mounted)
or similar. Finish, colour and appearance will complement
proposed stop furniture and materials. Final selection should
comply with current anti-terrorist measures.
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Tipton Road Design Components
Advertising
Advertising could be integrated into the shelter structure or, if
freestanding, could be combined with RTI and help points in a
single structure. Advertising should be kept to a minimum, and
be located to prevent obstruction to pedestrians and CCTV
sight lines.The design of any advertising infrastructure should
complement the materials, finish and colour of the Metro
Street furniture.

CCTV
All proposed support columns for CCTV cameras shall be in
keeping with the finish, colour and materials of other Metro
Street furniture. Where possible, new CCTV cameras should be
mounted on top of lighting columns or other similar support
posts, to minimise the number of obstructions in footways and
other pedestrian zones. Sufficient artificial light should be
provided to enable effective camera operation at night.

Lighting
Lighting levels should adhere to BS EN 13201, supported by BS
5489-1:2003 “Lighting of roads and public amenity areas”. In the
most heavily used areas such as the platform environs, lux levels
should achieve the higher end of the recommended lux range, or
such higher level determined by the tender specification. Light
fittings could be Woodhouse GEO Parklight or similar. Feature
LED lighting should be used around the platform environs to add
a signature to the overall lighting scheme.

Shelter Lighting
Lighting shall be integrated into the shelter structure and be
designed to be in keeping with the colour, finish and materials of
the shelter and other system light fittings. In addition to the functional lighting of the immediate area under the canopies, feature
lighting should be employed on the shelter structure such as to
the uprights and spine. This is to provide a distinctive and recognizable look for the family of tram stop shelters that reinforces the
Metro branding. Lighting levels should adhere to BS EN 13201.
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Tipton Road Design Components
Cycle SStands
tands
All cycle stands shall be in keeping with the finish, colour and
materials of other Metro Street furniture. cycle stands could be
Furnitubes ‘College’ or similar.

Tr amw
ossings and between platf
orms)
amwaa y PPaa ving (Cr
(Crossings
platforms)
Suitable materials should complement those specified for the
adjacent pedestrian footways and spaces. These should have a
low efflorescence level, and should match, compliment or
better the following styles:- Paviours – ‘Charcon Andover (Mid
grey) - Textured Concrete Blocks’, or, ‘Marshals Mistral
(charcoal) - Textured Concrete Blocks’.
Block paviours used for this purpose should be bedded suitably
to avoid creep-age caused by vibration from LRV’s or other road
vehicles.

Tr am SStop
top Platf
orm PPaa ving
Platform
The platform surface is to be high quality concrete paving slabs
laid in a grid along the platform. Pavers could be Charcon
‘Paddington’ 600 x 750 mm size slabs. High quality concrete tactile
paving blisters shall be provided at the platform edge . As with
entire platform design, paving and finishes are to meet all national
safety and disability requirements standards.
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Tipton Road Design Components
Ballast
The tramway surfacing will revert back to railway ballast either
side of the tramstop area.

Deterrent Paving
Deterrent paving is to be used where the tramway intersects with
roads and pedestrian footways. It could be concrete setts layed edge-up or an off the shelf modular product if proved to be visually
appealing and of high quality, such as ‘Townscape Geoset’.

Substation
A substation is proposed adjacent to the stop. Its design and layout
should conform to all relevant health and safety guidelines.
The design of the substation should be visually attractive and
could be clad in brickwork or wall panelling systems. The roof
could be flat or pitched and constructed from traditional methods
or roof panelling systems.

Line Side Equipment
Trackside cabinets and other electrical equipment should be carefully sited so that they allow access for maintenance, but don’t
create hazards or block sight lines. Equipment form, function and
final positionning should conform to the relevant design standards. If located adjacent to the stop line side equipment should
match the colour palette and materials of the street furniture.
The requirements for each tram stop should be considered early
in the design process to facilitate a sensitive and appropriate location for each in relation to other tram stop infrastructure. Lineside
equipment should not appear as an afterthought to the metro
scheme.
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Tipton Road Design Components
Soft Landscape
Tr e e s
Trees could be selected as features to contrast with or to
compliment existing natives. They could have either a 2metre
clear stem (20cm girth at 1 metre above ground level, or to have
branches clothed to ground level (height depending on species)
and a habit suited to location and function.
Tree species: - varieties of,
Betula, Quercus, Alnus, Populus, Salix, Acer with some scope for
Pinus, the black pine that has a tradition of railway corridor planting
that would offer winter interest.
Ornamental Planting
Accent planting to give identity and seasonal interest at tram stops
will be limited to a palette of native species and their more
ornamental cultivars. Examples could include:
Species: Prunus laurocerasus ‘Zabelliana’
Size: 1.5 - 2m tall
Density: 4/m2
Species: Amelanchier laevis
Size: up to 3m
Density: 1/m2 in groups of 5-9
Native Planting
Native dogwood planting on the northern embankment would
provide a dense green swath in the summer followed by an
attractive thicket of red stems during the winter.
Species: Cornus alba 'Sibirica'
Size:
Density:
An understory of self seeding native perennials could provide a
striking yellow contrast in the springtime.
Species: Heleborus foetidus
Size: 2m
Density: 4/m2
Design Development Drawings
The principles and design objectives outlined in this document have been employed to generate appropriate proposals for the Tipton
Road stop area. An illustrative plan, section and visualisation demonstrating this approach have been generated, and reduced
versions of these are included over the following pages.
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Tipton Road Design Proposal
Drawing OX3951-106-A
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by Dudley.

Tipton Road is currently a Dudley designated high load route and design of OHLE across the carriageway needs to take this into consideration. Height to be determined

High Load Route

Tipton Road Design Proposal
Drawing OX3951-206
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Tipton Road Design Proposal
Drawing OX3951-306
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7
Dudley Town Centre
Street Running
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•
•

18.11.05

Separate street lighting and OHLE systems will be required along all shared Dudley public highway routes.

Along Castle Hill trams will run in a centre segregated route between vehicular traffic lanes

Castle Hill Design Proposal
Drawing OX3951-320
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•
•
•

18.11.05

OHLE protection on footbridge will be required.

Separate street lighting and OHLE systems will be required along all shared Dudley public highway routes.

Trams along King Street will run jointly with busses only.

King Street Design Proposal
Drawing OX3951-321
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8
Waterfront Stop
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Existing Conditions
Existing Local Char
acter
Character

•

Proposed tram stop area dominated by large open car
park

•

1980’s architecture with pale brick buildings bright
colourful trimmings of green and blue

•

Surface materials in relatively good condition & well
maintained, however appearance is heavy, unneccessarily
fussy and dated.

•

Proposed stop area is at the same grade as surrounding
area.

•

Proposed tram stop is adjacent to main pedestrian access
route through to the canal and leisure facillities
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Constraints
Constraints:

•

The proposed tram stop area is currently a very vehicle
dominated area and is not particularly pedestrian
friendly.

•

Apart from internal building space, there is very little
shelter provided for pedestrians.

•

Presence of the tram stop location would not be easily
identified from within the Waterfront development or
from the Canal area without the aid of signage and other
way finding devices.
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Opportunities
Opportunities:

•

Consistent, clean and simple pedestrian area paving
and finishes will help to unify the pedestrian areas and
create a strong brand or image for the midland metro
extension.

•

Attractive, safe and consistent lighting will reinforce
a positive image of the line extension and contribute
to a secure night time environment

•

New trees and low level planting could soften the harsh
car park environment.

•

Create a simple Metro corridor capable of responding to
future developments planned for the Waterfront area.

•

Ensure design is flexible enough to create a busy public
plaza as an intended end use whilst addressing the
need to soften the impact of the carpark areas in the
short term.
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Waterfront Design Components
Tr am SStop
top Shel
ter
Shelter
All shelters shall provide weather protection on the platform
area and should be of a modular design to enable future
expansion and/or maintenance. Shelters should also
incorporate glazed back and side screens to provide adequate
protection from the wind. Shelters should be constructed from
high quality, robust materials and should match other Metro
Street furniture.
Two facing side platforms are proposed for the Waterfront tram
stop area, the proposed shelter canopies for which are
approximately 23m long, 3.5m wide and 3.6m above the
finished surface level of the platform. Both shelter canopies
overhang the supporting shelter structure beneath.
Both shelter structures could be made of grade 316 brushed
stainless steel with toughened glass panels attached. All glass
panels should be of a standard size, selected with ease of
maintenance in mind, easily cleaned, resistant to discolouring
and vandalism.
A suitable drainage system shall be included as part of the
shelter design to prevent water falling on pedestrians waiting
within the shelter space. All water troughs\ guttering and
down pipes shall be designed to blend in with the canopy
structure, and should where possible form part of the main
canopy elements.
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Waterfront Design Components
Signage and Passenger Information
All forms of static signage and information such as stop
identification signs, passenger information boards providing
timetable, route information, ticket and local area information,
should be kept to a minimum. Name plates and maps should be
integrated into the tram stop shelters wherever possible. Signage
should comply with the relevant industry standards and guidelines.
Further information can be found in the ‘Signage and Waymarking
Strategy’.

Fingerpost signage
Directional signage should adopt the same design language as
the proposed canopy structures. Good examples of this are the
Drakard & Humble finger posts such as those already intalled at
Merry Hill would be visually appropriate. Further information can
be found in the ‘Signage Strategy & Waymarking Stragegy’
document.

R eal T ime Inf
ormation (R
TI)
Information
(RTI)
RTI units will be simple, compact and integrated with the canopy
structure. They should be double sided, facing lengthways along
the platform. A speaker system will be installed for emergency
announcements only.

Help PPoints
oints and PPasseng
asseng
er Assistance Units (P
A U’
s)
assenger
(PA
U’s)
Timetable and other information is to be available to visually
impaired people via an integrated help point . A clearly visible
passenger assistance unit shall be located at each end of every
platform shelter block, and within each lift at a suitable height for
abled and less-able bodied persons. A special ‘spongey’ material
layed strategically within the platform paving will direct the visually
impaired towards the help point and will be linked to the
Concessionaires central control room.
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Waterfront Design Components
Canopy Seating
Shelter seating shall be integrated as part of the shelter canopy
and be designed to complement the colour and finish of the
stop furniture.
Seats should be attractive, comforable and durable and could
be constructed from brushed Grade 316 stainless steel and
durable hardwood timber. Timber should be Forestry
Stewardship Council certified. Seating is to be of tip-up \ perch
style seat with an easily maintainable, robust design and
construction.
Seats are to be arranged in 2 integral groups of 4 for each
canopy structure. Seats will high-backed for additional comfort
with arm rests to assist elderly users.
General Seating
Seats should be attractive, comforable and durable and could
be constructed from brushed Grade 316 stainless steel and
durable hardwood timber. Timber should be Forestry
Stewardship Council certified. Seats could be high-backed for
additional comfort with arm rests to assist elderly users. Seats
could be selected from the Woodhouse ‘Geo’ range or similar.

Litter Bins
Simple, elegant and robust stainless steel litter bins should be
positioned along important pedestrian routes. Wherever practical
they are to be integrated with light columns to reduce visual
clutter. Litter bins could be Finbin Helsinki (column mounted)
or similar. Finish, colour and appearance will complement
proposed stop furniture and materials. Final selection should
comply with current anti-terrorist measures.
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Waterfront Design Components
Advertising
Advertising could be integrated into the shelter structure or,
if freestanding, could be combined with RTI and help points
in a single structure. Advertising should be kept to a
minimum, and be located to prevent obstruction to
pedestrians and CCTV sight lines.The design of any
advertising infrastructure should complement the materials,
finish and colour of the Metro Street furniture.
CCTV
All proposed support columns for CCTV cameras shall be in
keeping with the finish, colour and materials of other Metro
Street furniture. Where possible, new CCTV cameras should
be mounted on top of lighting columns or other similar
support posts, to minimise the number of obstructions in
footways and other pedestrian zones. Sufficient artificial light
should be provided to enable effective camera operation at
night.
Lighting
Lighting levels should adhere to BS EN 13201, supported by BS
5489-1:2003 “Lighting of roads and public amenity areas”. In
the most heavily used areas such as the platform environs, lux
levels should achieve the higher end of the recommended lux
range, or such higher level determined by the tender
specification. Light fittings could be Woodhouse GEO Parklight
or similar. Feature LED lighting should be used around the
platform environs to add a signature to the overall lighting
scheme.

Cycle SStands
tands
All cycle stands shall be in keeping with the finish, colour
and materials of other Metro Street furniture. cycle stands
could be Furnitubes ‘College’ or similar.
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Waterfront Design Components
Shelter Lighting
Lighting shall be integrated into the shelter structure and be
designed to be in keeping with the colour, finish and materials of
the shelter and other system light fittings. In addition to the functional lighting of the immediate area under the canopies, feature
lighting should be employed on the shelter structure such as to
the uprights and spine. This is to provide a distinctive and recognizable look for the family of tram stop shelters that reinforces the
Metro branding. Lighting levels should adhere to BS EN 13201.

Tr amw
amwaa y PPaa ving
Suitable materials should complement those specified for the
adjacent pedestrian footways and spaces, and should also
provide a clear colour contrast with the highway in order to
deter prohibited users. These should have a low efflorescence
level, and should match, compliment or better the following
styles:- Paviours – ‘Charcon Andover (Charcoal) - Textured
Concrete Blocks’, or, ‘‘Marshals Mistral (Charcoal) - Textured
Concrete Blocks’.
Block paviours used for this purpose should be bedded suitably
to avoid creep-age caused by vibration from LRV’s or other road
vehicles.
Tr am SStop
top Platf
orm PPaa ving
Platform
The platform surface is to be high quality concrete paving slabs
laid in a grid along the platform. As with entire platform design,
paving and finishes are to meet all national safety and disability
requirements standards. Pavers could be Charcon ‘Paddington’
600 x 750 mm size slabs. High quality concrete tactile paving
blisters shall be provided at the platform edge .

Pedestrian Footways
Pedestrian paths and areas around the stop should be paved with
high quality, silver grey concrete block pavers. Pavers could be
Charcon ‘Andover’ or similar.
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Waterfront Design Components
Soft Landscape
Tr ees
A line of trees on either side of the swept path should be provided
to create a boulevard approach to the tram stop and an attractive
entrance to the Waterfront area. A suitable species could be alder:
Tree species: Alnus cordata
Size 20-25cm girth, height 4-5 m
Ornamental Planting
Low level Ornamental shrub planting is to be provided to create a
green buffer between the Metro corridor and the existing car park.
Species should be selected to create a low level carpetting effect
that will encourage an open and permeable public realm capable
of responding to increasing pedestrian flows for future
developments.

For example, species proposed inlude:
Species: Prunus laurocerasus ‘Zabelliana’
Size: 1.5 - 2m tall
Density: 4/m2

Species: Symphoricarpos chenaltii ‘Hancock’
Size: 50 -80cm tall
Density: 4/m2

Species: Euonymus fortunei ‘Dart Blanket’
Size: up to 50cm tall
Density: 5/m2

Design Development Drawings
The principles and design objectives outlined in this document and more specifically in this chapter have been employed to
generate appropriate proposals for the Waterfront stop area. An illustrative plan, section and visualisation demonstrating this
approach have been generated and reduced versions of these are included over the following pages.
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Waterfront Design Proposal
Drawing OX3951-114-A
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Waterfront Design Proposal
Waterfont Section OX3951-214
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Waterfront Design Proposal
Waterfront photomontage OX3951-314
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9
Merry Hill Stop
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Existing Conditions
Existing Local Char
acter
Character

•

The proposed Merry Hill tram stop area is on top of a
large embankment with commanding & vast views to
the south.

•

Embankment is 10 metres higher than end of Merry Hill
shopping centre’s main pedestrian axis

•

Embankment and proposed tram stop area is some
distance from Merry Hill shopping centre

•

Redevelopment of Dudley canal including a mixed use
development directly opposite the proposed tram stop
area.

•

Canal has temporary mooring stations located at the
proposed tram stop area.

•

Canal tow path area paving is attractive, in good
condition and well maintained.
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Constraints
Constraints:

•

The top of the embankment can be windy & exposed
environment which provides little in the way of shelter
from the elements.

•

Views out from the top of the embankment and tram
stop area are dominated by the vast car parking infront
of the Merry Hill Shopping Centre.

•

There is currently a weak relationship between the
Merry Hill shopping centre and the proposed tram stop
location.

•

Due to the level difference between the tram stop area
and the pedestrian path below, a potentially daunting
10m high retaining structure is required.

•

Potential noise impacts on temporary barge mooring
points directly adjacent to the proposed tram stop area.

•

Mixed used development proposed on the opposite side
of the canal will require careful consideration in the
tram stop design proposal.

•

Future extension of the shopping centre reinforces the
importance of the main axis or spine leading up to the
proposed tram stop area.
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Opportunities
Opportunities:

•

Opportunity to align the integrated lift and stair
structure with the Merry Hill shopping centre’s main axis
/ pedestrian path.

•

Consistent, simple and clean pedestrian area paving and
finishes will help to unify the pedestrian areas and create
a strong brand or image for the City Centre extension.

•

Attractive, safe and consistent lighting willcontribute
to the atmosphere of the proposed mixed use
development on the opposite side of the canal and
will improve the security of the night-time canal
environment. Lighting will also help to reinforce a
positive image of the line extension and attract
passengers from the Merry Hill shopping centre.

•

Opportunity to incorporate a line of trees on either
side of the swept path could create a powerful boulevard
approach to the tram stop and would form an attractive
element in views to and from surrounding areas.

•

Opportunity to utilise attractive trills structures with
climbing plants to create a more intimate environment
for barges using the adjacent temporary moorings.

•

Opportunity to introduce climbing plants to the retaining
structure.

•

Opportunity to design an integrated lift and staircase
structure to provide an atractive gateway feature to the
Merry Hill tramstop.
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Merry Hill Design Components
Tr am SStop
top Shel
ter
Shelter
All shelters shall provide weather protection on the platform area
and should be of a modular design to enable future expansion
and/or land maintenance. Shelters should also incorporate glazed
back and side screens to provide adequate protection from the
wind. Shelters should be constructed from high quality, robust
materials and should match other Metro Street furniture.
Two facing side platforms are proposed for the Merry Hill tram
stop area, the proposed shelter canopies for which are approximately
23m long, 3.5m wide and 3.6m above the finished surface level
of the platform. Both shelter canopies overhang the supporting
shelter structure beneath.
Both shelter structures could be made of grade 316 brushed
stainless steel with toughened glass panels attached. All glass
panels should be of a standard size, selected with ease of
maintenance in mind, easily cleaned, resistant to discolouring
Continuous back panelling to canal side

and vandalism.

canopy
To ease concerns over noise impact on users of Dudley canal, the
shelter between the canal and the tram alignment should be fitted
with continuous glass panelling with no central opening. Panels
should extend as close as is practical towards the platform floor.
A suitable drainage system shall be included as part of the
shelter design to prevent water egress on pedestrians waiting
within the shelter space. All water troughs\ guttering and down
pipes shall be designed to blend in with the canopy structure,
and should where possible form part of the main canopy
elements.
Signage and Passenger Information
All forms of static signage and information such as stop
identification signs, passenger information boards providing
timetable, route information, ticket and local area information,
should be kept to a minimum. Name plates and maps should be
integrated into the tram stop shelters wherever possible. Signage
should comply with the relevant industry standards and guidelines.
Further information can be found in the ‘Signage and Waymarking
Strategy’.
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Merry Hill Design Components
Fingerpost signage
Directional signage should adopt the same design language as
the proposed canopy structures. Good examples of this are the
Drakard & Humble finger posts such as those already intalled at
Merry Hill would be visually appropriate. Further information can
be found in the ‘Signage Strategy & Waymarking Stragegy’
document.

R eal Time Inf
ormation (R
TI)
Information
(RTI)
RTI units should be simple and compact. They could be integrated
with the canopy structure or combined with a totem structure
that could incorporate RTI, a help point and advertising space.
They should be double sided, facing lengthways along the
platform. A speaker system will be installed for emergency
announcements only.

Help PPoints
oints and PPasseng
asseng
er Assistance Units (P
A U’
s)
assenger
(PA
U’s)
Timetable and other information is to be available to visually
impaired people via an integrated help point . A clearly visible
passenger assistance unit shall be located at each end of every
platform shelter block, and within each lift at a suitable height for
abled and less-able bodied persons. A special ‘spongey’ material
layed strategically within the platform paving will direct the visually
impaired towards the help point and will be linked to the
Concessionaires central control room.
Line Side Equipment
Trackside cabinets and other electrical equipment should be carefully sited so that they allow access for maintenance, but don’t
create hazards or block sight lines. Equipment form, function and
final positionning should conform to the relevant design standards. If located adjacent to the stop line side equipment should
match the colour palette and materials of the street furniture.
The requirements for each tram stop should be considered early
in the design process to facilitate a sensitive and appropriate location for each in relation to other tram stop infrastructure. Lineside
equipment should not appear as an afterthought to the metro
scheme.
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Merry Hill Design Components
Canopy Seating
Shelter seating should be integrated as part of the shelter canopy
and be designed to complement the colour and finish of the
stop furniture.
Seats should be attractive, comforable and durable and could
be constructed from brushed Grade 316 stainless steel and
durable hardwood timber. Timber should be Forestry
Stewardship Council certified. Seating is to be of tip-up \ perch
style seat with an easily maintainable, robust design and
construction.
Seats could be arranged in 2 integral groups of 4 for each canopy
structure. Seats will high-backed for additional comfort with
arm rests to assist elderly users.
General Seating
Seats should be attractive, comforable and durable and could
be constructed from brushed Grade 316 stainless steel and
durable hardwood timber. Timber should be Forestry
Stewardship Council certified. Seats could be high-backed for
additional comfort with arm rests to assist elderly users. Seats
could be selected from the Woodhouse ‘Geo’ range or similar.
Litter Bins
Simple, elegant and robust stainless steel litter bins should be
positioned along important pedestrian routes. Wherever practical
they are to be integrated with light columns to reduce visual
clutter. Litter bins could be Finbin Helsinki (column mounted)
or similar. Finish, colour and appearance will complement
proposed stop furniture and materials. Final selection should
comply with current anti-terrorist measures.
Ticket Machines
The finish, colour and appearance of ticket machines should
complement proposed stop furniture and materials.
Ticket machine locations are detailed within the tender
specifications and should be integrated with the shelter and
placed within the range of the CCTV system.
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Merry Hill Design Components
Advertising
Advertising could be integrated into the shelter structure or, if
freestanding, could be combined with RTI and help points in a
single structure. Advertising should be kept to a minimum, and
be located to prevent obstruction to pedestrians and CCTV
sight lines.The design of any advertising infrastructure should
complement the materials, finish and colour of the Metro
Street furniture.
CCTV
All proposed support columns for CCTV cameras shall be in
keeping with the finish, colour and materials of other Metro
Street furniture. Where possible, new CCTV cameras should be
mounted on top of lighting columns or other similar support
posts, to minimise the number of obstructions in footways and
other pedestrian zones. Sufficient artificial light should be
provided to enable effective camera operation at night.

Lighting
Lighting levels should adhere to BS EN 13201, supported by BS
5489-1:2003 “Lighting of roads and public amenity areas”. In the
most heavily used areas such as the platform environs, lux levels
should achieve the higher end of the recommended lux range, or
such higher level determined by the tender specification. Light
fittings could be Woodhouse GEO Parklight or similar. Feature
LED lighting should be used around the platform environs to add
a signature to the overall lighting scheme.

Shelter Lighting
ighting shall be integrated into the shelter structure and be
designed to be in keeping with the colour, finish and materials of
the shelter and other system light fittings. In addition to the functional lighting of the immediate area under the canopies, feature
lighting should be employed on the shelter structure such as to
the uprights and spine. This is to provide a distinctive and recognizable look for the family of tram stop shelters that reinforces the
Metro branding. Lighting levels should adhere to BS EN 13201.
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Merry Hill Design Components
Cycle SStands
tands
All cycle stands shall be in keeping with the finish, colour and
materials of other Metro Street furniture. cycle stands could be
Furnitubes ‘College’ or similar.

Balustrade
Balustrade and railings shall be provided along the retaining
wall of the Merry Hill stop to ensure the safety of pedestrians.
All balustrades and railings shall meet the necessary BS
standard and HMRI requirement.
All balustrades and railings shall be designed to match the
finish, materials and colour of the Metro Street furniture. A
suitable product could be selected from the Woodhouse Geo
range.

Tr amw
amwaa y PPaa ving
Suitable materials should complement those specified for the
adjacent pedestrian footways and spaces, and should also
provide a clear colour contrast with the highway in order to
deter prohibited users. These should have a low efflorescence
level, and should match, compliment or better the following
styles:- Paviours – ‘Charcon Andover (Charcoal) - Textured
Concrete Blocks’, or, ‘Marshals Mistral (Charcoal) - Textured
Concrete Blocks’.
Block paviours used for this purpose should be bedded suitably
to avoid creep-age caused by vibration from LRV’s or other road
vehicles.

Tr am SStop
top Platf
orm PPaa ving
Platform
The platform surface is to be high quality concrete paving slabs
laid in a grid along the platform. Pavers could be Charcon
‘Paddington’ 600 x 750 mm size slabs. High quality concrete tactile
paving blisters shall be provided at the platform edge . As with
entire platform design, paving and finishes are to meet all national
safety and disability requirements standards.
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Merry Hill Design Components
Reinforced earth retaining walls
This image represents the type and quality of finishes intended for new bridge
constructions in the Merry Hill area. Proposed new bridges at Dudley Canal North,
Dudley Canal South, Canal Street and Pensnett Canal bridges will be of concrete
construction and abutment /wing walls will be aesthetically clad in two tonal multi
faceted brickwork.
The majority of the tram route through the Merry Hill area will be hard paved
construction, images for these types of finishes can be found on page 107.
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Merry Hill Design Components
Platf
orm A c cess Lift and stair
case
Platform
staircase
The proposed lift tower and associated stairways shall comply
with the relevant BS standard, DDA regulations, HMRI
requirements and other industry standards and guidelines.
The proposed lift and staircase structure should take full
advantage of its alignment with Merry Hill shopping centre’s
main axis. The lift tower should act as a focal point for pedestrians and provide an attractive gateway to the proposed new
tram system.
The lift tower should be accessed from a retained entry point
adjacent to Central Way. The lift should incorporate a wrap
around stair case and provide a link to walkways at mid and
high levels. The mid level links to The Embankment and the
upper walkway spans this road should provide access to the
Merry Hill tram stop.
The lift tower should be constructed of robust modern materials, and should be designed to have a transparent look and feel,
using simple steel and glass construction techniques to create a
steel framework around a central glazad Lift car. Perforated
aluminium panelling could be used to offer partial enclosure to
the wrap around stair case. Any large voids within this structure
are to be either readily accessible or shall be sealed off, to
prevent excessive debris build-up. Fixings should be functional
high quality stainless steel and Handrails should be made from
certified durable timber with an ergonomic profile/shape.
All lifts should be fitted with CCTV equipment and an emergency alarm point \assistance unit, with two-way speech
communication system.
The overall appearance of the lift tower and its ingress \ egress
should be aesthetically pleasing and should blend in with the
surrounding architectural styles.
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Merry Hill Design Components
Soft Landscape
Tr ees
A line of trees planted along the grass plateau will help to create
a boulevard along the line of the swept path. Their prominant
position will become an important landscape feature. They will
help soften the view of the tram rail alignment for residents of the
proposed new Daniel’s land development, and will enhance views
from the more distant lower lying areas.
Tree species: Alnus cordata
Size 20-25cm girth, height 4-5 m
To continue the existing boulevard of poplars from the Merry hill
shopping centre, the poplars moved to make way for the lift
structure should be relocated around this new lift structure.
Tree species: Lombardy Poplar
Size: 30-35cm girth, height 10-15m
Ornamental Planting
Ornamental shrub planting should be provided and possible species
should be selected to create a 1-1.5m tall screening effect that
will in addition discourage pedestrians from approaching the
retaining wall balustrade.
Species: Prunus laurocerasus ‘Zabelliana’
Size: 1.5 - 2m tall
Density: 4/m2
Species: Amelanchier laevis
Size: up to 3m
Density: 1/m2 in groups of 5-9

Native Planting
Native dogwood planting at the foot of the retaining wall would
provide a dense green swath in the summer followed by an
attractive thicket of red stems during the winter.
Species: Cornus alba 'Sibirica'
Size:
Density:
An understory of self seeding native perennials could provide a
striking yellow contrast in the springtime.
Species: Heleborus foetidus
Size: 2m
Density: 4/m2
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Merry Hill Design Components
Grass
Grassed areas close to and adjacent to tram stop will be layed with
turf.

Climbing Plants
Climbing plants will help soften the impact of the proposed brick
faced / panelled retaining wall. A fast colonising species should
be selected to provide immediate impact:

Species: Parthenocissus henryana
Size: 10m
Density: 1/m2
For all year round foliage a further climber (slower growing) could
also be established:
Species: Hedera Helix
Size: 5-10m
Density: 1/m2
Climbing W ir
ystem
iree SSystem
Vertical stainless steel climbing wires speed up the climber
colonisation on the vast retaining structure. Wires could be
arranged vertically in pairs at 1.5m intervals to create an attractive
green wall with a striking red autumn colouration.

Design Development Drawings
The principles and design objectives outlined in this document and more specifically in this chapter have been employed to
generate appropriate proposals for the Merry Hill. An illustrative plan, section and visualisation demonstrating this approach have
been generated and reduced versions of these are included over the following pages.
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Merry Hill Design Proposal
Drawing OX3951-115-A
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Merry Hill Design Proposal
Drawing OX3951-215
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Merry Hill Design Proposal
Drawing OX3951-315
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Merry Hill
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*the aesthetic use of brickwork and brickwork patterns to provide relief

graffiti artists.

The planting has 2 functions. Climbing plants help soften the impact of the wall and dense thorny shrubs (e.g. Pryacantha) at the base of the wall will help to deter

proliference in this area.

The oval shaped lights embedded in the wall ‘strata’ represent a well known fossil type: “Calymene blumenbachii”, otherwise known as the Dudley bug due to its

history, and the abstract rock strata effect on the retaining wall echoes this.

providing a link to the Black country’s industrial past. The nearby sites of Wren’s Nest and Castle Hill make this area extremely rich in geological and archaeological

visually reducing the height of thEe wall. The light and dark banding makes reference to the variation and layering often found in mineral deposits such as coal,

The retaining wall to the Merry Hill embankment is proposed as a simple 2-tone multifaceted* brick clad wall. The recessed horizontal banding has the effect of

Design C oncept

Embankment Wall Design Proposal

Drawing OX3951-317
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•

•

•
•

The majority of the tram route in the Merry Hill area will be hard paved.

will be clad utilising two toanl multi-faceted brickwork.

All other bridges in the Merry Hill area, Dudley Canal North, Canal Street and Pensnett canal will be of concrete construction. Wingwalls and retaining walls

tonal multi-faceted brickwork.

The bridge itself will be of concrete construction. Wingwalls and retaining walls will be clad to provide the aesthetic relief shown utilising no more than two

The new bridge over Dudley Canal South is proposed to aesthetically replicate existing structures in the area.

Dudley Canal South Design Proposal

Drawing OX3951-318
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•

section.

The new highway arrangement at this roundabout will include traffic lights to allow for the safe “green time” passage of trams through the island

Level Street Island Design Proposal

Drawing OX3951-319
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Brierley Hill Terminus
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Existing Conditions
Existing Local Char
acter
Character

•

Proposed at grade terminus located away from existing
high street

•

Poorly connected to High street and lack of visual pres
ence

•

Area currently lacks sense of place and arrival that a
transport terminus requires

•

Area is currently characterised by large areas of car park
ing, dated architecture and poor quality surface materi
als.

•

Areas suffers from lack of street trees

•

Areas lacks high quality public urban space

•

Proposed terminus close to adjacent U.D.P development
plots
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Constraints
Constraints:

•

legibility of connection to High Street

•

Lack of visual presence from high street

•

Potential pedestrian safety issues in Cottage Street

•

Need for considered integration with proposed
development envisaged in Draft Dudley U.D.P.
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Opportunities
Opportunities:

•

Pedestrianise Cottage Street up to High Street

•

Pedestrianise Little Cottage Street near terminus /
junction with High Street.

•

Opportunity to refesh and unify the streetscape in terms
of surface materials and street furniture.

•

Opportunity to introduce a new civic line of street trees
to create a leafy green connection between the terminus
and the High Street.

•

Opportunity to create a major public space adjacent to
the terminus alignment

•

Introduce public art / gateway feature to Terminus
environs to create a distinctive land mark and to aid
orientation
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Brierley Hill Design Components
Tr am SStop
top Shel
ter
Shelter
All shelters shall provide weather protection on the platform area
and should be of a modular design to enable future expansion
and/or maintenance. Shelters should also incorporate glazed back
and side screens to provide adequate protection from the wind.
Shelters should be constructed from high quality, robust materials
and should match other Metro Street furniture.
The shelter canopy proposed for the Brierley Hill Terminus central
island platform is approximately 42.5m long, 5m wide and 3.6m
above the finished surface level of the platform. The shelter canopy
overhangs the supporting shelter structure beneath.
Both shelter structures could be made of grade 316 brushed
stainless steel with toughened glass panels attached. All glass
panels should be of a standard size, selected with ease of
maintenance in mind, easily cleaned, resistant to discolouring
and vandalism.
A suitable drainage system shall be included as part of the
shelter design to prevent water falling on pedestrians waiting
within the shelter space. All water troughs\ guttering and down
pipes shall be designed to blend in with the canopy structure,
and should where possible form part of the main canopy
elements.
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Brierley Hill Design Components
Signage and Passenger Information
All forms of static signage and information such as stop
identification signs, passenger information boards providing
timetable, route information, ticket and local area information,
should be kept to a minimum. Name plates and maps should be
integrated into the tram stop shelters wherever possible. Signage
should comply with the relevant industry standards and guidelines.
Further information can be found in the ‘Signage and Waymarking
Strategy’.

Fingerpost signage
Directional signage should adopt the same design language as
the proposed canopy structures. Good examples of this are the
Drakard & Humble finger posts such as those already intalled at
Merry Hill would be visually appropriate. Further information can
be found in the ‘Signage Strategy & Waymarking Stragegy’
document.

R eal Time Inf
ormation (R
TI)
Information
(RTI)
RTI units should be simple and compact. They could be integrated
with the canopy structure or combined with a totem structure
that could incorporate RTI, a help point and advertising space.
They should be double sided, facing lengthways along the
platform. A speaker system will be installed for emergency
announcements only.

Help PPoints
oints and PPasseng
asseng
er Assistance Units (P
A U’
s)
assenger
(PA
U’s)
Timetable and other information is to be available to visually
impaired people via an integrated help point . A clearly visible
passenger assistance unit shall be located at each end of every
platform shelter block, and within each lift at a suitable height for
abled and less-able bodied persons. A special ‘spongey’ material
layed strategically within the platform paving will direct the visually
impaired towards the help point and will be linked to the
Concessionaires central control room.
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Brierley Hill Design Components
Canopy Seating
Shelter seating should be integrated as part of the shelter canopy
and be designed to complement the colour and finish of the
stop furniture.
Seats should be attractive, comforable and durable and could
be constructed from brushed Grade 316 stainless steel and
durable hardwood timber. Timber should be Forestry
Stewardship Council certified. Seating is to be of tip-up \ perch
style seat with an easily maintainable, robust design and
construction.
Seats could be arranged in 2 integral groups of 4 for each canopy
structure. Seats should be high-backed for additional comfort
with arm rests to assist elderly users.
General Seating
Seats should be attractive, comforable and durable and could
be constructed from brushed Grade 316 stainless steel and
durable hardwood timber. Timber should be Forestry
Stewardship Council certified. Seats should be high-backed for
additional comfort with arm rests to assist elderly users. Seats
could be selected from the Broxap B300 range or similar.
Litter Bins
Simple, elegant and robust stainless steel litter bins should be
positioned along important pedestrian routes. Wherever practical
they are to be integrated with light columns to reduce visual
clutter. Litter bins could be Finbin Helsinki (column mounted)
or similar. Finish, colour and appearance will complement
proposed stop furniture and materials. Final selection should
comply with current anti-terrorist measures.
Ticket Machines
The finish, colour and appearance of ticket machines should
complement proposed stop furniture and materials.
Ticket machine locations are detailed within the tender
specifications and should be integrated with the shelter and
placed within the range of the CCTV system.
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Brierley Hill Design Components
Advertising
Advertising could be integrated into the shelter structure or, if
freestanding, could be combined with RTI and help points in a
single structure. Advertising should be kept to a minimum, and
be located to prevent obstruction to pedestrians and CCTV
sight lines.The design of any advertising infrastructure should
complement the materials, finish and colour of the Metro
Street furniture.
CCTV
All proposed support columns for CCTV cameras shall be in
keeping with the finish, colour and materials of other Metro
Street furniture. Where possible, new CCTV cameras should be
mounted on top of lighting columns or other similar support
posts, to minimise the number of obstructions in footways and
other pedestrian zones. Sufficient artificial light should be
provided to enable effective camera operation at night.

Lighting
Lighting levels should adhere to BS EN 13201, supported by BS
5489-1:2003 “Lighting of roads and public amenity areas”. In the
most heavily used areas such as the platform environs, lux levels
should achieve the higher end of the recommended lux range, or
such higher level determined by the tender specification. Light
fittings could be Woodhouse GEO Parklight or similar. Feature
LED lighting should be used around the platform environs to add
a signature to the overall lighting scheme.

Shelter Lighting
Lighting shall be integrated into the shelter structure and be
designed to be in keeping with the colour, finish and materials of
the shelter and other system light fittings. In addition to the functional lighting of the immediate area under the canopies, a semicircle of LED uplights could also be used to delineate each end of
the island terminus stop, and feature lighting should be employed
on the shelter structure such as to the uprights and spine. This is to
provide a distinctive and recognizable look for the family of tram
stop shelters that reinforces the Metro branding. Lighting levels
should adhere to BS EN 13201.
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Brierley Hill Design Components
Cycle SStands
tands
All cycle stands shall be in keeping with the finish, colour and
materials of other Metro Street furniture. cycle stands could be
Furnitubes ‘College’ or similar.

Line Side Equipment
Trackside cabinets and other electrical equipment should be carefully sited so that they allow access for maintenance, but don’t
create hazards or block sight lines. Equipment form, function and
final positionning should conform to the relevant design standards. If located adjacent to the stop line side equipment should
match the colour palette and materials of the street furniture.
The requirements for each tram stop should be considered early
in the design process to facilitate a sensitive and appropriate location for each in relation to other tram stop infrastructure. Lineside
equipment should not appear as an afterthought to the metro
scheme.
Tramw
ossings and between platf
orms)
amwaa y PPaa ving (Cr
(Crossings
platforms)
Suitable materials should complement those specified for the
adjacent pedestrian footways and spaces. These should have a
low efflorescence level, and should match, compliment or
better the following styles:- Paviours – ‘Charcon Andover
(Charcoal) - Textured Concrete Blocks’, or, ‘‘Marshals Mistral
(Charcoal) - Textured Concrete Blocks’.
Block paviours used for this purpose should be bedded suitably
to avoid creep-age caused by vibration from LRV’s or other road
vehicles.

Tram SStop
top Platf
orm PPaa ving
Platform
The platform surface is to be high quality concrete paving slabs
laid in a grid along the platform. Pavers could be Charcon
‘Paddington’ 600 x 750 mm size slabs. High quality concrete tactile
paving blisters shall be provided at the platform edge . As with
entire platform design, paving and finishes are to meet all national
safety and disability requirements standards.
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Brierley Hill Design Components
Public Ar t
The identification and inclusion of public art could enhance and
enrich both local and LRT identity and create a distinctive landmark
or reference point to aid orientation.
A threshold / art installation could be a feature at the Brierley Hill
terminus to create a local landmark for the terminus the
surrounding development area. Centro are working with Dudley’s
Public Artist to acquire Arts Council Funding to increase the
individual amounts of monies which can be set aside specifically
for Public Art.
Soft Landscape
Tr ees
Trees could be selected as features to contrast with or to
compliment existing natives. They could have either a 2metre
clear stem (20cm girth at 1 metre above ground level, or to have
branches clothed to ground level (height depending on species)
and a habit suited to location and function.
Tree species: - varieties of,
Betula, Quercus, Alnus, Populus, Salix, Acer with some scope for
Pinus, the black pine that has a tradition of railway corridor planting
that would offer winter interest.
Ornamental Planting
Accent planting to give identity and seasonal interest at tram stops
will be limited to a palette of native species and their more
ornamental cultivars. Examples could include:
Species: Prunus laurocerasus ‘Zabelliana’
Size: 1.5 - 2m tall
Density: 4/m2
Species: Amelanchier laevis
Size: up to 3m
Density: 1/m2 in groups of 5-9

Design Development Drawings
The principles and design objectives outlined in this document have been employed to generate appropriate proposals for the
Brierley Hill Terminus. An illustrative plan, section and visualisation demonstrating this approach have been generated, and reduced
versions of these are included over the following pages.
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Brierley Hill Terminus Design Proposal
Drawing OX3951-116-A
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Brierley Hill Terminus Design Proposal
Drawing OX3951-216-A
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Brierley Hill Terminus Design Proposal
Drawing OX3951-316-A
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Landscape Treatment
Introduction

could be utilised to mitigate the impact of loss of visual and

It is the intention of Centro and its partners that the Midland

amenity value.

Metro Wednesbury to Brierley Hill Midland Metro Extension
will be an attractive, innovative and unifying extension of

The purpose of this document is as follows;

Midland Metro Line 1. The extension will have a distinctive

•

it sets out a proposal dealing with the management of

identity within a recognisable cohesive architectural vocabulary

both proposed and existing soft landscape within the

throughout the entire route. At the same time the design will

transport corridor.

respect the particular sensitivities of its surroundings, and reflect

•

and compliment the local landscape character.

the ES could be implemented.

•
It is widely accepted that the utilisation of soft landscape
elements within Light Rail Transit systems (LRT) can result in an

it illustrates how mitigation measures as outlined in
it illustrates how the Concessionaire would discharge
planning conditions in relation to landscape works.

•

it responds to the landscape/habitat survey and

enriched public realm experience allowing greater integration

illustrates how existing vegetation can be retained

between the systems and their settings. Section 13 of this guide

and managed.

includes a number of examples of successful landscape
treatment in LRT design.

•

it provides an overall approach for new soft landscape
areas.

With specific regard to the soft landscape features of the
scheme throughout the transport corridor inevitable impacts
both negative and positive will arise as the result of implementation and operation procedures. These impacts are
clearly documented in section 6.6 of the Environmental
Statement (ES) produced by ERM. As part of the design
process these impacts will be considered and minimised
where possible. As part of the Transport and Works Order
Centro has obtained Deemed Planning consent which
involved compliance with a number of draft planning
conditions. One of these relates to the carrying out of
landscape works and this document illustrates how the
Concessionaire would seek to comply with such conditions.
Design proposals at tram stop locations and 9 sections taken
through the route will illustrate how replacement planting
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Management Objectives
Local character distinctiveness

amenity grassland; ephemerals; and some waterside

The design for the Metro extension seeks to integrate the tram

connections. Details of this survey can be found in volume 2 of

route and stops sensitively into the existing environment and

the ES figures G.3.1-G.3.7.

create a dialogue with the local conditions including scale,
streetscape, land use and existing vegetation. While local

The management objectives are as follows:

character and existing planting will influence the choice of
soft landscape elements proposed for the extension, it remains

•

value;

a fundamental objective for the system to portray an image of
overall recognisable cohesion and distinctive identity.

to retain, protect and enhance existing habitats of wildlife

•

to create a robust landscape that is appropriate to the
local setting;

Main objectives

•

Statement; and

The approach to the implementation and management of the
transport corridor landscape is seen as a continuation and

to provide mitigation as described in the Environmental

•

to ensure the safe operation of the transport system.

refinement of the Metro Line1 phase already implemented.
The management operations that are relevant to the corridor
are:

•

phased differential mowing regimes creating contrasting
grassland types, enhancing areas of planting and close
mown grassland

•

timed mowing regimes to develop meadow grassland
on low nutrient status areas, combined with the removal
of clippings to encourage the establishment of wild flora
species.

•

management of woodland through selective removal,
combined with remedial arboricultural work and
appropriate planting of native woodland species. The
aim will be to create a woodland structure diverse in
both structure and age.

•
Metro Line 1

management of newly planted shrub species through a
programme of thinning and coppicing to create
structural and visual diversity. The density of initial

The landscape framework will be designed and managed to provide
an appropriate relationship between the corridor and its wider
surroundings as a simple, unfussy design. It is important to embrace
the inherited existing landscape framework of the former rail

planting will require stages of thinning and coppicing
operations to maintain the necessary function of
screening whilst ensuring a diverse framework of wellshaped plants.

corridor within the new landscape treatment. In line with the ES
where possible existing vegetation should be maintained, taking
into account the practicalities of constructing and operating the
scheme. The ES incorporates a survey of existing habitats including
semi-natural broadleaved woodland; broadleaved plantation
woodland; scrubland; tall ruderal habitat; neutral grassland;
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Background
Existing framework

Where vegetation is removed, a planting scheme will be

The 11km route of the Metro alignment runs for the most part

prepared at detail design stage as compensation for loss. It will

along a mothballed railway line. The intervening years have

be necessary to ensure that all replanting of vegetation is in

witnessed a greening of the corridor through the colonisation

accordance with Network Rail Standards. In particular note

and establishment of invading plants on embankment, in

must be taken of the specification relating to the management

cutting and at grade. The importance of this green corridor

of lineside vegetation requiring the provision of a “cess strip” on

particularly through the industrial heartlands is a recognised

each side of the tracks. Where practicable the “cess strip” should

and valued landscape, visual and wildlife feature. At some

be 5 metres wide measured from the nearest rail and cleared of

locations however the alignment leaves the existing corridor

all woody vegetation. As a result it will not be possible to

and follows a route across development land and existing

provide replacement planting within 5 metres of the proposed

highway. The debris and flytipping that is in evidence at

heavy rail alignment.

locations throughout the alignment creates a poor visual image
that will be positively addressed through implementation and

The following outlines landscape mitigation measures that will

management procedures.

be implemented as part of the proposed Wednesbury to Brierley
Hill scheme:
1.

GENERALLY

•

amenity planting ( of a more ornamental type) at tram
stops and park and ride sites ( where feasible)

2.

PLANTING IN ACCORDANCE WITH NETWORK RAIL
SPECIFICATION

•

Walsall Canal to Horsley Heath adjacent to residential
properties on Eagle Lane, Bramah Way, St Helen’s Avenue,
Heath Close and the park and ride site at Horsley Heath.

•

Lower Church Lane to the West Coast Main Line including
the park and ride.

•

Victoria Park to Sedgley Road East adjacent to Binfield
Street.

•
General corridor view.

to Birmingham New Road, adjacent to residential
properties on Lindley Avenue, Mayfair Gardens and

Mitigation measures arising from the ES.
As part of the design process the ES states in section 6.6 that
“where it is found necessary to widen the existing railway corridor
to accomodate the works, existing vegetation will have to be
removed”.
In order to minimise the impact of loss, wherever possible, widening

Sedgley Road East to the Birmingham Canal , the Canal

Birmingham New Road.
3.

REMOVAL OF EXISTING STREET TREES

•

The replacement planting of new street trees as detailed
in the ES. Stop drawings reference OX3951-102, 105,
106, 114, 115, 116 illustrate the proposals to replenish
planting at tramstops.

works have been restricted to one side of the railway corridor only.
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Existing Vegetation
Existing Veg
etation
egetation

3. R
eg
ener
ating W oodland
Reg
egener
enerating

The phase one baseline habitat survey carried out by ERM for

Shrubs and regenerating woodland are dominated by Betula

the ES identified a fairly uniform habitat structure along the

pendula (silver birch), Buddleja davidii (butterfly bush) , Salix

length of the proposed route. For habitat survey information in

caprea (goat willow), Sambucus nigra (elder) and Acer

plan form refer to volume 2 of the figures to the ES. Drawing

pseudoplatanus (sycamore).

references are as follows - drawing numbers D8715/AC/01/1 7 inclusive. Section 6.8 supported by Appendix G of the ES

At several locations along the route mature woodland occurs,

describes the ecological baseline of the proposed alignment

often at the edge or in areas adjacent to the route where more

and assesses the permanent and long term impacts of the

species prevail, for example Fraxinus excelsior (ash), Quercus

scheme. Short term and construction impacts are considered

robur (pendunculate oak), Alnus glutinosa (alder) with

in 7.8 of the ES.

Sambucus nigra (elder) and Crataegus monogyna (hawthorn)
as a shrub layer.

The mothballed railway corridor, which the alignment follows
for much of its length has not been in use for approximately 10

4. Parkland

years. The alignment runs through an urban area of mainly

Parkland that is dominated by amenity grassland is found close

industrial and residential land use. There are also open areas of

to the Parkhead Viaduct and at Kent Place residential area.

waste ground, woodland and grasslands of varying quality
adjacent to the route. Several watercourses cross underneath

The habitat types described above are characteristic of the

the corridor via bridges.

majority of the route. However, a greater tree and shrub
diversity is recorded at other locations along the route where

Habitats on the former trackbed fall into 4 categories:-

more species occur. For example at the Ocker Hill Balancing

1. lowland neutral and base rich grassland

pond area the palette includes Ulex europaeus( gorse) and Cytisus

2. scrub

scoparius (broom) together with marginal and aquatic

3. regenerating woodland

vegetation.

4. parkland
Elsewhere other areas offer valuable vegetation resources.
1. Lowland Neutr
al and Base Ric
h Gr
assland
Neutral
Rich
Grassland

Woodland

Typically the track bed has been colonised by coarse neutral

For example broadleaved woodland abutting the railway

grassland dominated by Arrhenathrum elatius ( false oat grass)

embankment and the Birmingham Canal is dominated by Acer

with a limited diversity of other plants.

pseudoplatanus (sycamore), Fraxinus excelsior (ash), Quercus
robur (pendunculate oak) and Salix caprea (goat willow). At

2. Scrub

Tipton Road and Birmingham Road a well-established

To the edges of the track the grassland grades into a tall herb

woodland strip is dominated by Acer pseudoplatanus

and scrub community characterised by common species

(sycamore), Fraxinus excelsior (ash), Betula pendula (silver

including, Chamerion angustifolium (rosebay willow herb),

birch) and Salix caprea (goat willow). Similarly in the vicinty of

Epilobium hirsutum (great willowherb), Urtica dioica (nettle),

the Brierley Hill terminus located to the edge of an amenity

Anthruscus sylvestris (cow parsley), and Rubus fruticosus

grassland area and a Buddhist Temple lies a woodland

(bramble).

dominated by Quercus robur (pendunculate oak), Betula
pendula (silver birch), Alnus glutinosa (alder) and Crataegus
monogyna (hawthorn).
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Existing Vegetation
Grassland
Of interest between Tipton Road and the former Dudley
freightliner depot is a grassland community containing orchids
(see target note 17 of the ES) and other herbs and grasses.
W aste Gr
ound
Ground
The Dudley freightliner depot is an area of waste ground that
has developed ruderal vegetation on the rubble surface. (See
target note 18 of the ES).
Parkland
Dudley Canal passes through Parkhead Viaduct at Parkhead
Locks (see target note 19 of the ES). There is a parkland to the
northwest below the alignment dominated by amenity
grassland stretching down to the canal. There are also areas of
developing broadleaved woodland and scrub bordering this
grassland with a substantial tract of mature woodland adjacent
to the railway embankment towards Kent Place residential area.
No
xious W eeds
Noxious
Two noxious weeds Fallopia japonica (Japanese Knotweed) and
Impatiens glandulifera (Indian balsam) listed in schedule 9 part
2 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 have been identified
within the corrridor and will require specific mangement
following best practice guidance to ensure eradication.
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Exemplars
Exemplars

elsewhere to provide attractive and ecologically important linear

The image sheets that follow demonstrate a selection of

landscapes.

examples of current good practice in LRT landscape
implementation. In researching projects in the UK , it is apparent

Considering other landscape elements it has now become

that LRT is very much in its infancy with many projects

standard practice to lay turf between the tracks to provide

performing within a very restricted urban framework that allows

valuable green links. There are many examples of this greening

little or no scope for soft landscape input. This is very much the

technique but two examples are illustrated overleaf.

case in Nottingham, Sheffield and Croydon. However, elements
of the approaching phases of the Nottingham NET utilises a

Clearly, landscape is playing an increasingly important role in

disused railway line in a similar way to the Midland Metro and

LRT system implementation a role that will be significant to

will very much embrace a less formal approach to its landscape.

the success of the proposed Midland Metro extension.

Metro Line 1 is another very good example of a soft landscape
implementation scheme applied along its route.
Soft Landscape
As demonstrated throughout the world the utilisation of soft
landscape elements within LRT systems can result in an enriched
public realm experience, allowing greater integration between
the systems and their surrounds. In recent years we have seen
an increasing value given to the inclusion of landscape elements
in new projects and also to enhancing old ones.
In urban areas such as Lyon where light rail movement is being
given priority in the city centre 300 lime trees have been planted.
Similarly in Strasbourg over 1000 trees were planted to
“soften”the impact of routes there. Central Paris has also
embraced the planting of avenue plane trees to enhance some
of their routes, often on both sides of the tracks. In recognition
of the importance of providing a planting structure in urban
areas, the Midland Metro Wednesbury to Brierley Hill extension
proposes a similarly “softening” approach.
Finally, there is an increasing recognition that ecological
planting schemes which create valuable habitats for indigenous
flora and fauna can greatly enhance existing nature conservation
values. This type of approach to transport corridors in general
has been successfully adopted throughout the UK and
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Exemplars - Soft Landscape

Lyon - green track

Strasbourg - integrated landscape treatment

Grenoble- embankments and tree planting

Mature embankment treatment

Brussels- mature landscape

Nantes - street trees
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Exemplars - Soft Landscape

France

Manchester

Metro Line 1

Metro Line 1

Metro Line 1

Metro Line 1
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Landscape Proposals
be implemented in areas where mitigation is required, native
General Landscape Principles

•

hedges shall be considered.

Planting to embankments and cuttings shall allow
access for inspection of structures and slopes.

•

All planting within the proposed heavy rail corridor will
be subject to Network Rail Standards.
4. ORNAMENTAL PLANTING AT TRAM STOPS

•

Where existing trees, shrubs and scrub are removed,

-accent planting to give identity and seasonal interest at tram

replacement planting will be implemented subject to

stops will be limited to a palette of native species and their

Network Rail Standards where they apply.

more ornamental cultivars. For examples of planting
arrangements refer to tram stop drawings in appendix C.

•

Landscape proposals will respect the context of locally
occuring native species and provide linkages to existing
features. For the main part the proposed plant species
palette will use existing species as a reference, restricting
the ornamental content to a minimum.

•

Plant maintenance and management will be an
important consideration in species selection.
Landscape C omponents

1. EXISTING VEGETATION

5. TREE PLANTING

-supplementary planting to existing vegetation to be

- trees selected as features to contrast with or to compliment

implemented to provide sufficient visual mitigation or to

existing natives are to have either a 2metre clear stem (20cm

compensate loss.

girth at 1 metre above ground level, or to have branches clothed
to ground level (height depending on species) and a habit

2. LINEAR INTERMITTENT

suited to location and function.

-feature block planting randomly located, comprising tree and
shrub transplants (600-900mm) , feathered trees (to 2000mm),
multi-stemmed specimens (to 3000mm) and limited ground
cover plants (350mm).

6. GRASSLANDS
-for low maintenance grassland , amelioration or repair of
3. LINEAR CONTINUOUS

existing areas, a grass seed mix appropriate to local conditions

-native structure planting of trees and shrubs ranging in size at

will be subject to approval.

the time of planting to include tree and shrub transplants (600-

-for amenity grasslands requiring higher maintenance, a grass

900mm) , feathered trees (to 2000mm), and limited ground

seed mix will be subject to approval.

cover plants (350mm). Where linear blocks cannot reasonably

-for small areas of grasslands turf will be laid subject to approval.
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Landscape Proposals
Suggested Species Palette
The colourful planting theme applied to Midland Metro Line 1

SHRUBS- varieties of,

is very much its own identity. Here the planting scheme was

Corylus, Crataegus, Cornus, Salix, Ilex, Viburnum, Prunus

based on the colours of the rainbow and the tulip tree became

laurocerasus with highlights of Buddleja, Cytisus, Rosa

the symbol of the scheme. In order to dovetail the two schemes
it may well be appropriate to blur the edges and take particular
species forward, but this willl be considered at detail design
stage later. The palette of species for the Wednesbury to Brierley
Hill extension will follow a simple format to produce an unfussy
corridor that embraces the existing scene and links effectively

for example Cornus species

to adjacent landscapes. The opportunity to apply accent
planting will arise at tramstops to add interest and visual appeal

GROUNDCOVER - varieties of ,

to the design set pieces.

Hedera, Lamium, Vinca

Seasonal highlights at tram stops - bulbs

for example Hedera species
Specific Planting Mitigation Proposals
The following illustrative sections have been prepared in order

Suggested species are as follows:

to show in graphic form the effect of mitigation at 9 selected

TREES- varieties of,

points along the route.

Betula, Quercus, Alnus, Populus, Salix, Acer with some scope
for Pinus, the black pine that has a tradition of railway corridor
planting that would offer winter interest.

for example Alnus glutinosa
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14

most of the route with scattered scrub and regenerating trees.

There was no access to this stretch of the route. From either end of this section it looked to have a vegetation composition similar to that along

Salix caprea agg (goat willow).

adjacent to the trees and encroaching on to the track bed, mainly Buddleja davidii (butterfly bush) standing at between 2 and 3m tall, with some

pendula (silver birch), approximately 5m tall on the south western edge and 3m tall on the north eastern edge. There is also scattered scrub

This section of the track is more densely vegetated than most other areas, with trees lining both sides. The dominant tree species is Betula

7

angling.

grassland and scrub. Badger droppings were recorded from the grassland at the Leabrook site and close to the ponds. The ponds are used for

reed bunting were recorded in the area surrounding the ponds. This area is suitable for foraging area for bats, with a combination of open water,

Canada goose, mute swan, moorhen and coot were recorded on the pond. The site is suitable for birds and small mammals. Grey wagtail and

scoparius (broom) and Salix spp (willows) scrub.

and patches of Juncus spp (rushes). The land grades up to a hill covered in semi-improved grassland with dense Ulex europaeus (gorse), Cytisus

Beyond the pond is Leabrook Waste Repository Site, an open area of semi-improved grassland with scattered scrub (mainly Salix spp (willows)

is surrounded by Salix spp (willows) approximately 2m tall and there is abundant Epilobium hirsutum (great willowherb) around the fringes.

and the tall herb/scrub species, including Rubus fruticosus agg (bramble), Anthriscus sylvestris (cow parsley) and Urtica dioica (nettle). The pond

approximately 4m high and 3m wide. The embankment is covered in coarse grassland (dominated by Arrhenatherum elatius (false oat-grass)

Ocker Hill Balancing Pond Site of Local Importance for Nature Conservation (SLINC) is below the track way and separated by an embankment

An area of new Salix spp (willow) planting between Black Country New Road and Walsall Canal, within a semi-improved neutral grassland.

stretch of the river.

6

3

The banks of the River Tame (Wildlife Corridor) are lined with Salix spp (willows) and heavily vegetated in this section with tall ruderal vegetation

Description

on both sides of the river to 1.5m tall, dominated by Anthriscus sylvestris (cow parsley). Extensive areas of Impatiens glandulifera (Indian balsam) occur along this

2

Target Note No.

The following target notes relate to those identified on the landscape plans OX3951 600-608 inclusive

Extract from Table G3.1 of the phase 1 Habitat Survey Target, Environmental Statement volume 1.

17
Landscape management &
maintenance
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Landscape management and maintenance
Management
The management of the linear landscape corridor will set out
to fulfill the management objectives identified earlier in this
document with the aim to produce a diverse landscape within a
naturalistic landscape framework. A description of typical
management prescriptions follows.
Monitoring
The achievement of the overall management objectives should
be monitored in order to provide information useful for the

ACCENT PLANTING
* combined hand weed and contact herbicide treatment
annually in May and July as required
* mulching with recycled thinning chippings application until
canopy is closed
* pruning - species dependent
* coppicing - species dependent
* thinning as required
* replacement planting as required

review of the management plan as planting matures.
SITE CLEANSING
Maintenance Prescription
MATURE WOODLAND
* inspect trees annually , carry out remedial tree surgery where
required for public safety.
* coppice understorey and edges on a 10 year rotational cycle.
* plant native trees and shrub species in clearings
YOUNG WOODLAND PLANTING & EXISTING VEGETATION
* thinning and coppicing on 5 yearly rotation
* inspect plant installation annually
* maintain weed free bases for 5 years
* remove stakes and shelters at year 3

This existing Midland Metro Line 1 cleaning regime should be
adopted and taken forward as a minimum. Details of the existing
cleaning regime can be found in the general tender package
and are summarised as follows:
Tr am stops
Daily
-empty all litter bins
-sweep platforms, stairs & escalators
-remove all graffiti
-remove all litter from planted areas
-clean visual displays etc
-remove broken glass within 2hr response time

AMENITY GRASSLAND
* cutting fortnightly from March to October annually
* fertiliser application annually in May
* herbicide treatment annually in May

Weekly
-wash and clean all shelters and stairs
-wash and disinfect all litter bins
-spot clean all handrails, lamp posts & walkway guide rails

LOW MAINTENANCE GRASSLAND

-thoroughly clean lifts

* annual cut and rake off annually in September
* translocated herbicide and spot treatment annually in May

Monthly
-Thoroughly clean all staircases, balustrades handrails and cycle

AVENUE TREES
* adjust underground guys annually

racks
-remove chewing gum from platform surfaces

* inspect stakes and ties annually
* contact herbicide bases annually in July
* carry out any remedial works to crown or carry out formative

6 Monthly
-Thoroughly clean shelter roofing panels

pruning between October and March as required
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Landscape management and maintenance
Tr ac
ackk Cleaning
Weekly
-Litter pick all areas wihin LOD
Park & Ride Car PParks
arks
Weekly
-Litter pick all areas (remove any broken glass within 2 hour
response time)
-During all maintenance works the requirements of the safe
permit to work system should be observed.

Active management and monitoring of site cleansing
and maintenance operations is expected
expected.
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A
APPENDIX A
ERM Townscape and Visual Assessment drawings
Figures 6.5 - 6.5g
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APPENDIX B
ERM Baseline Ecology Drawings: Habitat Survey -Figures G3.1-G3.7
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Manufacturers & Suppliers
Gr
anite & Yorkstone Flags & Setts
Granite

Supplier : STONEPAVE
Style :
Hand hewn setts with a sawn and
flamed top.
Mater
ials : Granite
Materials
Size :
240 x 120 x 100
Contact : Phil Hart
Phone : 01455 559777
Supplier : STONEPAVE
Style :
Hand hewn setts with a sawn and
flamed top
Mater
ials : Granite
Materials
Size :
600 x 750 x 75
600 x 750 x 50
Contact : Phil Hart
Phone : 01455 559777

Supplier : STONEPAVE
Style :
Tumbled setts
Mater
ials : Yorkstone
Materials
Size:
240 x 120 x 75
240 x 120 x 100
Contact : Phil Hart
Phone : 01455 559777

Supplier : STONEPAVE
Style :
Sawn all sides
Mater
ials : Buff Yorkstone
Materials
Size:
300 / 450 / 600 x 75 x RL
Contact : Phil Hart
Phone : 01455 559777
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Manufacturers & Suppliers
Concrete Flags & Blocks

Size:
600 x 750 x 63
(includes laying)
Contact : sales.charcon@aggregate.com
Phone : 01335 372222

Supplier : Marshalls
Style : Mistral
Materials :
Textured granite aggregate block
paving
Size:
240 x 160 x 80
Contact : Clinton Young
Phone : 01422 312000
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Manufacturers & Suppliers
Gullies & Gr
ating
Grating

Supplier : ACO Drain
Style : N100KS
Material : Stainless steel grating
Size : 123mm (W) x 500 / 1000 mm(L)
Phone : 01462 816 666

Supplier : Wade international
Style : Streamline (Code: SS32150)
Material : Stainless steel grating and channel
Size : 135 x 500 x 5mm slot
Contact : Brian Farren
Phone : 01787 273 917
Email : b.farren@wadedrainage.co.uk
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Manufacturers & Suppliers
Gullies & Gr
ating
Grating

Style : Birco Lite
Material: Stainless steel
Size : 150 x 500 / 1000 with 30 x 30mm mesh
Style : Birco 100
Mater
ial: Cast Iron Heelsure
Material:
Size : 200 x 500 / 1000 with 100 x 6mm slot

Style : Landscape Drain
Materials:
- Conservation Top
- Granite Top
- York stone
Size : 200mm x 125 with 220 x 6 / 12mm slot

Style : Slot Drain
Mater
ial: Galvanised steel
Material:
Size : Double 10mm divergent slots x 500 / 1000mm
Supplier : Marshalls Contact :Clinton Young
Phone : 078366 95733
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Manufacturers & Suppliers
Tr am stop platf
orm pr
oducts
platform
products

Supplier : Marshalls
Product : Lozenge tactile paving
Mater
ial : Concrete (mid grey) /
Material
Yorkstone / Granite
Contact : Clinton Young
Phone : 078366 95733

Supplier : Charcon / Aggregate industries
Product : Platform coping unit
Mater
ial : Concrete /Yorkstone / Granite
Material
Contact : Pritesh Patel
Phone : 078366 95733
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Manufacturers & Suppliers
Seating

Supplier : Woodhouse
Style : GEO
Material : Stainless stell with Iroko hardwood
Contact : Richard Wignall
Phone : 07977 240 292
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Manufacturers & Suppliers
Seating

Supplier : Benkert
Style : ST 400 R / TE
Material :
R - Powdercoated SS
TE - Powdercoated SS with wooden infill
Style : 700 TE
-Double seat with arm rests
Contact : Malcolm Broadstock
Phone : 0800 169 1523
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Manufacturers & Suppliers
Seating

Supplier : Tecno
Style ::RS
Material: Powder coated aluminium
Contact : Ricardo Cappellato
Phone : 0207 436 5916
Email : r.cappellato@tecno-gb.co.uk
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Manufacturers & Suppliers
Seating

Supplier : Streetlife
Style : Wait and stay benches
Material: Stailess steel and Sapupira wood option
Contact : Julia Bowden
Phone : 0031 71 5246 846
Email : streetlife@streetlife.nl

Supplier : Streetlife
Style : Wait and see benches
Material: Stailess steel and Robinia wood option
Contact : Julia Bowden
Phone : 0031 71 5246 846
Email : streetlife@streetlife.nl
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Manufacturers & Suppliers
Seating

Supplier : Concepturbain (Seesaw design)
S tyle ::Vesta
Material: Powder coated aluminium
Contact : Malcolm Broadstock
Phone : 0800 169 1523
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Manufacturers & Suppliers
Seating

Supplier : Factoryfurniture
Style : Foil
Material: Stailess steel with timber
Contact : Dean Harvey
Phone : 01793 763 829
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Manufacturers & Suppliers
Litter Bins

Supplier : Finbin(Seesaw design)
Style :
Material :
- Stainless stell
- Powder coated
Model :

Capacity :

-FInbin 60 60 litre
-Finbin 100 100 litre
-Finbin oval Contact : Malcolm Broadstock
Phone : 0800 169 1523

Supplier : Benkert (Seesaw design)
Style : type 200
Material: Powder coated stainless steel
Capacity : 40 litre
Contact : Malcolm Broadstock
Phone : 0800 169 1523
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Manufacturers & Suppliers
Litter Bins

Supplier : Benkert (Seesaw design)
Style : type 600
Material : Powder coated stainless steel with
single bollard support
Capacity : 60 litre
Contact : Malcolm Broadstock
Phone : 0800 169 1523

Supplier : Benkert (Seesaw design)
Style : type 500
Material : Powder coated stainless steel with single
bollard support
Ver
sions :
ersions

Capacity :

Single- Standard
Single- With ashtray
Double- Standard

40 litres
40 litres
80 litres

NO
TE : Bins can be fitted to any pole diameter.
NOTE
Contact : Malcolm Broadstock
Phone : 0800 169 1523
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Manufacturers & Suppliers
Bollards

Supplier: Woodhouse
Style : GEO Bollard
Material ::Stainless steel
Finish: Bead blasted body, brushed cap
Contact : Richard Wignall
Phone : 07977 240 292

Supplier: Machan Engineering
Product : Steel Bollard 204
Material ::Stainless steel
Finish: Galvanised and Painted
Contact : Louise Sinclair
Phone : 01324 824 309

Supplier: Machan Engineering
Product : Steel Bollard 205
Material ::Stainless steel
Finish: Galvanised and powder coated
Contact : Louise Sinclair
Phone : 01324 824 309

Supplier: Marshalls
oduct : Rhino Bollard RT/SS5
Product
Pr
Material ::Stainless steel
Finish: Galvanised
Contact : Steve Atkinson
Phone : 0870 600 2425
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Manufacturers & Suppliers
Lighting

Supplier: Woodhouse
Style : GEO Oval
Material ::Cast aluminium
Finishes :
Wall mounted option :
Stainless steel bracket
Mild steel bracket
Column mounted option :
8m column, mild steelwith 2.4m stainless steel base
Contact : Richard Wignall
Phone : 07977 240 292

Supplier: Woodhouse
Style : GEO Parklight
Mater
ial : Cast aluminium
Material
Finishes :
4m Stainless steel finish
4m mild steel powder coated finish
Contact : Richard Wignall
Phone : 07977 240 292

Supplier: Streetlife
Style : Square
Material : Steel
Finish: Thermogalvanized and powder coated
Contact : Julia Bowden
Phone : 0031 71 5246 846
Email : streetlife@streetlife.nl
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Manufacturers & Suppliers
Railings & Balustrades

Supplier : Woodhouse
Style : GEO
Materials :
-Stainless Steel
-Optional glass panel infill
Contact : Richard Wignall
Phone : 07977 240 292
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Manufacturers & Suppliers
Tr e e s

Supplier: Lorberg
Tree : Quercus robur ‘Fastigiata’
Spread: Height: Girth :
100-150 600-700 25-30cm
100-150 600-700 30-35cm
150-200 600-700 35-40cm
2m Clear Stem
Contact : Matthias Winklemann
Phone : 0049 33233 84133

Supplier: Lorberg
Tree : Acer campestre
Spread: Height:
200-300 500-600
200-300 500-600

‘Elsrijk’
Girth :
25-30cm
30-35cm

2.4m Clear Stem
Contact : Matthias Winklemann
Phone : 0049 33233 84133

Supplier: Lorberg
Tree : Pyrus callenyana ‘Chanticleer’
Spread
Spread: Height: Girth :
150-200 400-500 25-30cm
150-200 400-500 30-35cm
2.5m Clear Stem
Contact : Matthias Winklemann
Phone : 0049 33233 84133
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Further consultation
West midlands PPolice
olice Ar
al Lias
on Of
ficer
Arcc hitectur
hitectural
Liason
Officer
Police Observations on proposed Centro Midland Metro

Help Points

Wednesbury to Brierley Hill Extension document dated

The help points should be clearly identified. I suggest that

March 2004 produced by Gillespies.

some kind of coloured surround i.e. Red is located around
the point to draw peoples attention to it.

Thank you for your time on Friday 22 April 2004,I have
nd

now had the opportunity to look at the Design proposals.

All help points should be covered by the CCTV system and
signage at the help point should reinforce that.

Each site will have to be assessed site specific taking into

Ticket Machines

crime levels and the general demographics of the area. As

If ticket machines were being considered for this extension

and when the planning applications are made.

line then a full risk assessment would need to be completed
for each site. The consideration would include how the

But I have made some generic observations that you may

machine was going to be emptied and by whom. The

wish to incorporate into the final documentation you send

locality of the machines to where the collection vehicle.

out to tender. A document you also may wish to read is the

The whole route from the approach to the machine should

Secured Stations Scheme, which is especially about secure

be covered by CCTV and any potential concealment places

railway stations, but may be of use for you. You can get a

kept to a minimum.

copy downloadable from www.dft.gov.uk

Due to the nature of the machines they are always going to
be prone to damage and attack.

The below observations are made in addition to the existing

On the original scheme the machines were not reliable and

text in your documentation.

as a result encouraged people to try and evade payment of
their fare. There are document links to show that people
who evade payment of fares also are more likely to commit

Generic Headings.

other crimes.

Tr am SStop
top Shel
ter
s.
Shelter
ters.

We would strongly recommend the use of Tram managers/

Consideration should be given to the siting of any

ticket collects on this route from the out set. It provides

advertising panels. These should note create areas for

reassurance for travellers, for the other tram staff and

concealment. If the advertising panels were built into the

minimalises fare evasion.

straight runs and not the end panels, they would be able to
generate income but at the same time not create areas for

CCTV

concealment. The end panels should always clear, providing

The system should be fit for purpose and cover all public

shelter but not concealment.

areas including lifts and stairwells. The system should also
include the approaches to the stops.

Lighting levels and CCTV of the shelters should be of the
required levels for them to be both effective in terms of

Well positioned warning signs should also be include both

safety and operationally.

to be Data Compliant but also to reassure.
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General seating should be kept to a minimum so as not to
encourage the gathering of people who are not intending to
use the tram. Once a site location becomes established, as a
meeting place for young people it will become more
difficult to address any problems that they might cause. The
canopy seating should provide adequate seating for
passengers waiting at the stops. You may wish to include
small signs near to the canopy seating asking people to give
up the seats if required by elderly or disabled people.
Tr amw
amwaa y PPaa ving
Consideration should be given to incorporate into the
paving some sections of rough textured paving. This would
discourage the use of the open areas and slopes for
skateboarding. This is an effective method of preventing anti
social behaviour in public places without being intrusive in
any way.
Lifts and lift Tower
s.
owers.
The doors to the lifts should have a glazed aperture. This
would enable the users to see what was inside and outside
before the doors opened. Again reducing the fear of crime.

Planting
Ornamental Planting
When ornamental planting is being used near to any public
space consideration should be given to using plants that
grow no higher than 1meter tall. This would prevent people
from being able to hide in the bushes. Further back from the
public area it would be fine to use larger planting as long as
some sustainable maintenance is built into the general tram
stop maintenance.
Car parking
Where car parking is provided at any of the stops,
consideration should be given for them achieving the ‘Safer
Parking Award’. Standards available from
www.securedbydesign .com
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